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ABSTR;ACT

The objective of this thesis is to examine the incomesituation of the working poor in the province of Ì[anitoba and toanalyze the social welfare programs which are currentTy in use, orwhich coul-d be used, to assjst this group. h\e foL7ow three mainthemes. First, vê examine what is curientry being done on aptovinciaT Tevel to assist the working poor ánd thã effícacy of
such programs. Second, this group is identified as to theír neldian
income and various d.emographic characteristics. This will point outn?t only !h" relatÍve severity of the income deficiency faced by
the , working poor, but ar.so heTp determine which -sun-group's
predominate within the working poor (ie. female vs. male, falniliLsvs. singre indivíduars, the aged vs. youth). FinaTry, Lnrough anexamination of ,a few,possible alternatives, the nosit' appropîiat"
method of suppTementing the working poor, s incomes js aêter-ninea.
These methods wí77 be discussed withín the current, and possible
future, context of federaT transfers for social assistance throughthe Canada Àssistance P7an.

Through this anaTysis, wê have come to the conclusion that thecurrent social assistance systems, due to problems associated withthe categoricaT nature of the various programs, is inadequately
s_ervíng the purpose of alTeviating poverty amongst a retätive{y
Targe suÞset or Manitoba,s working populatíon. As such, we propose
a move towatds a more comprehensive plan based upon the gualan-teed
annual income concept. uhiTe such a þtan night ilcur a coÁsiderableshort tetm expense to the provincial government, it wouLd be muchmore erficient at deriveríng income support to arl_ sub-groupswithín the working poor. Based on the work- of previous studiás, ithas aTso not been found ín to have the substantial workdisincentives which are usuaTTy the najor critícism of this type ofp7an. The author therelore suggests that lurther resear-elh beundertaken to devise an efficient and effective method of
impTementing a güaranteed annual_ income in l4anitoba.
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CHÀPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

One area of public policy in Canada which has not suffered

from a lack of program development is the field of social
welfare policy. An examination of the social policy field at

the provincial and federal- Ievels of government reveals a

plethora of programs of income support and social services to

those, who for one reason or another, are in need of income

support. In spite of the number and variety of programs,

however, the fact remains that many Canadians do not enjoy an

adequate standard of Iiving, including some individuals and

families who earn income from working. ft is this group - those

who work yet still have incomes below the poverty line or low-

income cut-off as defined by Statistics Canada who are

ref erred to as the "working poorr'.

Many individuals in Canada are able and do work but are

still poor for a variety of reasons. Some can onty find work

that is of a seasonal or part-tirne nature. Despite the

existence of minimum v/agesf many permanent futl-time jobs pay

very low v/ages which leave workers with incomes below the

poverty l-ine. FinaIJ-y, v/ages do not increase at all with farnily

síze. A wage that may be adequate for a single person may be

insufficient for a famity.'

fn the past, solutions to the problem of poverty were

usually airned at the so-called "legitimate poorr', those who f it
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into some type of pre-determined category and who v/ere deemed

to be deserving of support. This would include those who were

bl-ind, dj-sabled, aged, or unemployed through no fault of there

ov/n. In L966 however, the Parliament of Canada passed the

Canada Àssistance Plan (CAP) Act. The CAP and the federal

financial transfers to the provinces which it entailed \¡/ere

designed to consolidate existing social assistance programs

across the country into more comprehensive plans that would

provide help to anyone deemed to betrin need or likeÌihood of

needrr. Despite the lofty intentions of CAP, few provinces have

instituted any programs designed to help the working poor.

Some very interesting results can be seen when Canada

social spending response is viewed in an international
perspective. fn 1989, Canada spent 82 of its Gross Domestic

Product (GDP) on social- welfare. This ranks Canada well down

among OECD countries behind such countries as Denmark at 332,

Sweden at 222, Austria and the Netherlands at LgZ. and Germany

at L8eo2. Furthermore, European countries such as Sweden,

France, and Germany not only have more generous programs in
terms of doll-ars paid out, their programs are more

comprehensive in their coverage of the entire population.

Working poor families are able to benefit from programs such as

family allowances, paid naternity leaves, universal day-care,

and in certain cases housing allowances.
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While in December 1994, approximately l-Oå of the Canadian

population was unemployed, the sad fact is that even having a

job is sometimes not enough to save one from poverty. A problen

of increasing irnportance faced by the working poor is that of

the disincentive line. High marginal tax rates placed upon

welfare benefits as a result of accepting paying jobs has meant

low-income Canadians are often better off on welfare than

working in low pay -and usually low prestige - jobs. A solution
sometimes offered for this problem is simply to lower welfare

benefits to the poj-nt that these low-paying jobs would suddenly

become attractive. Such a response, however, conflicts with the

aims of the Canada Assistance PIan to provide an adequate

standard of living to all Canadians.

The objective of this thesis is to examine the income

circumstances of the working poor in the province of Manitoba

and to discuss the possible alternatives towards alleviating
poverty among this group. It is arg:ued that existing federal-

and provincial social allowance programs largety miss the

working poor, and the design of a program to correct this
problem is not only possible, but also necessary. Three main

themes will be presented. First, wê will- describe what is
currently being done on the federal as well as provincial 1evel,

to assist the working poor and examine the efficacy of such

programs. Second, the working poor of Manitoba will be

identified as to thej-r median income and various demographic
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characteristics. This will establish not only the relative

severity of the income deficiency faced by this group, but also

help to determine which sub-groups predominate within the

working poor. FinalIy, through an examination of a few possible

alternatives, the most appropriate method of supplementing the

working poor's incomes wiII be deternined. These methods wiII

be discussed within the current, and possible future, context

of federal transfers for social assistance through the Canada

Assistance Plan.

This thesis will be divided into three substantive

chapters. The first chapter shall briefly examine the current

social assistance structure in Canada. The basic structure of

payments available to working Manitobans from federal and

provincial programs will be described. The theory behind

targreted versus universat assistance programs as well as the

costs and benefits of such programs wiII be examined. Included

will be a discussion of the theory supporting the idea of a

Guaranteed Annual Tncome. Given the importance of federal

transfers in paying for provincial social- assistance programs,

the history and structure of Canada Assistance Plan transfers

shall be discussed. Here the question of whether such transfers

could be used to cost-share a provincial- supplementation

program for the working poor will be examined.
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The second chapter analyzes the current economic situation
of the working poor in Manitoba. Past statistical studies have

identified the working poor in canada on the basis of their
income levels, âg€, marital status, and education. Using l-991

Census data from Statistics Canada, wê shall replicate this
information for Manitoba.

Finally, the last chapter of the thesis will examine the

various costs and benefits of alternative methods that could be

used for income supplementation of the working poor.

Specifically, wê shall l-ook at a targeted GAI scheme, targeted

tax credits, or universal demogrant proqrams. We wiII also

examine a past experiment in Manitoba to aid the working poor.

The experiment in the early 1970, s with a guaranteed annual

income (MrNcoME) wilr be discussed, with reference to studies
conducted by Derek Hum regarding the work incentive effects of
program. Additional analysis of American experiments with the

GAI will also be introduced. Given the constraints as well as

opportunities for shared-funding under cAP, we shall propose

the most appropriate alternative to be considered for achieving

the objective of bringing the greatest number of working poor

above the poverty line.

It should be noted that income supplementation alone is
not the answer to the economic distress experienced by a

significant number of working Canadians and their families.
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Other policy responses are required which directly address the

causes of systemic poverty. tihile not attempting to solve aII
the problems associated with social assistance delivery in the

provinces, this study wiII hopefully focus attention on and

spark debate towards possible policy action on the part of the

Government of Manitoba.

CH.APTER TWO

II CT'RRENT SOCTAL ASSISITANCE STRUCTURE

(A) FEDERÀI, AND PROVINCIÀT, PROGRAI.fS

IIISTORY

Historically, there has al-ways been a problen in countries

that provide social wel-fare as to how to provide the poor with

adequate income without taking away their incentive to work.

Generally, this has been solved by making support available

only to those who were unable or not expected to find work; the

so-called legitimate poor. Relief to the poor in English Canada

had its roots in the Elizabethan Poor Law of t-598, the first
legislation recognizing the duty of the state to look after
people unable to support themselves. WhiIe the poor $/ere

protected from starvation under this provision, their treatment

v/as so degrading that only those in desperate fear of

starvation would appfy for he1p.3
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The idea of supplernenting \^rage incomes that feII below

subsistence levels \^/as experimented with briefly in England

under the rrspeenhamland systemrr. This system provided a subsidy

in addition to vraqes, giving workers a f loor of economj-c

security regardless of their work effort. Critics of the

Speenhamland pIan, however, clairned it undermined the work

ethic and the idea that people should only receive what they

earned through their labour. The experiment soon came to an

end, replaced by the edict of rrless eligibility" which

required that the assistance given to the poor be considerably

less than that which they could earn through their o\^/n work

effort. a

The principle of l-ess eligibility was soon transferred to

Canada and became the key assumption on which the Canadian

government's response to poverty was based. Federally-sponsored

welfare programs of the L92Ots and 1930/s concentrated on

people who fit into a pre-determined category, such as the

btind, disabled, or aged. In response to staggeringly hiqh

unempl-oyment during the 1930's, a first attempt to assist wage-

earners was made with the passing of the Unemployment Insurance

Act of l-940. Beneficiaries of this plan, ho\arever, still had to

fit into a category; they had to be unemployed after having

held a job. It $/as only after the second !,Iorld War with the

adoption of a universal FarniJ-y Allowance program that the



federal government recognized the viability

working Canadians with benefits.5

of providing

FEDERÀL PROGRÂIIíS

Despite the introduction of universal social welfare
programs during the 1950,s and 1960/s, there is still a

reluctance amonq canadian governments to provide direct
financial assistance to the working poor. Sirnilar to its
provincial counterparts, the federal- government of Canada

currentl-y has rerativeì-y f ew sociaL weÌfare programs aimed

directJ-y at the working poor. Most of its programs are designed

to provide a level- of insurance against income reduction due to
temporary job l-oss or retirement, oy to provide assistance to
families through tax credits for child care expenses. Such

payments are indirectly targeted at the working poor, but

nonethel-ess three federal programs do deserve mention; these

are the OId Age Security/Guaranteed Income Supplement, the

Child Tax Benefit, and the Unemployment Insurance Program.

These various assistance programs fit into three broad

categories based upon how the assistance is targeted. They rnay

be either universal demogrants, which provides an equal income

amount to all in society; income tested or needs tested plans,

which provide assistance based upon the perceived income

deficiency or need of the individual; or social- insurance
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plans, which require the individual to partially fund a plan

which woul-d then support hin or her in the case of some

unforeseen exi-gency. The income support proqrams examined here

encompass at least one of these three dimensions.

2.O OAS/GIS

The OId Age Security (OAS) and Guaranteed Income

Supplement (GIS), along with their more recent companion

program the Spouse's Al-lowance (SPA), were designed to provide

the elderly with some measure of financial security. They are

administered by the Department of Human Resource Development

under the Old Age Security Act. The oAS program v/as enacted in

L952, with the GIS following in tg67 and the SPA in L975.6

Ol-d Age Security provides a basic income for persons of

age 65 or over. The Guaranteed Income Supplement is paid to OAS

pensioners with littte or no other income, thus providing them

with a minimum giuaranteed level of income . The Spouse' s

Allowance is paid to OAS pensioners' spouses of aqe 60 to 64

years whose income is below certain Ievels. SPA recipient

households are thus guaranteed an income equivalent to that of

a GIS pensioner couple. SPA is al-so paid to 60 to 64-year-old

widow(er)s, to ensure them a minimum income until they become

eligible for oAS. OÀS/GIS/SPA rates are increased quarterly by

the rate of increase in the Consumer Price Index, and whiÌe oAS



benefits are considered

are not.?

l_0

as taxable income,

Program

Maximum OId Age Security Pension
Maximum Guaranteed Income Supplement (single)
Maximum GIS(married, each person)
Maximum Spouse's ÀÌlowance
Maxj-mum Widowed Spouse's Allowance
(persons aged 60 to 64)

GIS and SPA benefits

The monthly benefit rates for OAS/GIS/SPA for the period

October to Decenber l-993 are as follows.

Benefit Le\rel

$384.66
$4s7. r-3
ç2s7 .7 6
ç682 .42

$zs:.:e8

These rates have increased slowly, but steadily, over the years

as the OId Age Security maximum benefit v/as only $308.19 in

October of L987. In Manitoba, âs of 1993, there \,ùere L49,727

persons receiving oAS/GfS/SPA payments, for a total federaL

expendj-ture of $75.996 million per month or approximately $912

nillion for the year.

While the OAS and GfS payments are intended for persons

over the age of 65 and therefore not tikely to be in the

workforce, these programs do provide an important safety net

for working Canadians once they reach retirement age. The

Spouse's Allowance, meanwhile, does provide benefits to Iow-

income spouses of oAS recipients from the time the spouse is 6o

years of age. It is quite possible that these persons,

especially those who are widowed, RâY be members of the

workforce.
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2.1 child Tax Benefit

Working poor fanilies which included children have

benefited from federal social welfare spending since the Farnily

Allowance program vras initiated in L944. This program provided

families with a flat-rate payment for each child under the age

of sixteen. Additional support was added during the l-970,s with

the introduction of the refundable chitd tax credit, and the

non-refundable children's credit. Tn 1-992, however, the method

by which child benefits were paid by the federal government was

drastically altered.

In a controversial move, the federal government replaced

the family allowance program, the refundable child tax credit,

and the non-refundabl-e children's credit with a nel^/ program

called the child tax benefit. The new benefit was paid monthl-y

starting in January 1993. The basic credit was $85 per month -

S)-,o20 per year - for each child under eighteen. The amount of

$1ro2o !.¡as exactly the same as what \^ras provided by family

allowances plus the refund.able child tax credit.e

The design of this program is similar to the previous

child tax credit. Low-income and middle-income families are

targeted, with the largest payments going to poor farnilies.

Amounts paid out would decl-ine and eventual-Iy disappear as

family income rose above certain thresholds. Sirnply stated,
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here is how the program operates. As mentioned, the basic

credit per child is $85 a month. The ceiling for maximum

benefits v/oul-d be net fanily i-ncome of 525,921- per year, the

same as the threshold for the refundable child tax credit. Net

f arnily income j-s def ined as earnings, interest and other

income, minus deductions for items such as child care expenses,

union dues, and contributions to pension plans and registered

retirement savings pì-ans. trlelf are income or income f rom

worker's compensation is also included, even though this income

is not considered taxable.ro

Benefits woul-d begin to decrease for famities with incomes

over $25,92L. Famil-ies with two or more children would be

subject to a reduction rate of five percent. That is to sây,

their benefits wouLd be reduced by five cents for every dollar
of income above ç25,92I. The reduction rate for farnilies with
onÌy one child would be 2.5 percent.

In addition to the basic credit, working poor farnil-ies

with children woul-d be etigible for an earnings supplement of

up to $500 per family. The size of this supplement would depend

upon a famiÌyts earned income. Those who recej-ve their income

from wel-fare, unemployrnent insurance, or other government

assistance as oppossed to earnings from work would not

qual-ify for this supplement. This supplement would start as

soon as income passed $3,750 per year. The amount of the
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supplement \,\¡ould be eight cents for every dol-lar of earnings

over i3,750 to a maximum of $500 once earnings reached $lorooo

per year. The supplement would decrease by ten cents for every

dollar of income above ç20,921 untir it disappeared once farniry

income reached ç25t921-. For larger families, this new system

woul-d offer an additional credit of $75 for the third chird in
the fanily and for every child after that. The L99Z budget also

allowed for an increase of $1-,000 per child in the amount

taxpayers could cÌaim for receipted child care expenses. The

maximum claim, starting in L993, would be $5,000 per child
under seven years of age and $3,000 a child for children aged

seven to fourteen.ll

The federal government estimated that more than 3.1

nillion families would receive the new chil-d tax credit.
Àccording to the 1,992 budget, additional benefits of nearly

$Z.f billion would be paid out over five years: g52O rnillion in
1,992-93 f iscal- year, $645 rnillion in 1993-94, g3i-5 million in
1,994-95, $310 million in 1-995-96 and $3OO million in 1,996-97.

The projected cost of the increased child care expenses

deduction is $135 nil-lion through the end of the 1996-97 fiscal
year: $10 million in 1-993-94, $¿o million in each of L994-95

and 1995-96, and $45 mitlion in Lgg6-97 .12

Vlhile it should be evident that the vast majority of

families will be better off initially under the new system than
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the old, the National Council of Welfare identifies a number of
weaknesses with the nev/ p1an. First, the proqram is only

partial-Iy indexed, increasing with increases in the Consumer

Price fndex in excess of three percent per year. Therefore, if
CPI goes up by four percent, benefits would increase by only

one percent. This will eventual-Iy erode the purchasi_ng power of
these benefits and is the reason the projected leve1 of
government expenditures decreases over the next five years.

Another problem with the plan is that the $500 supplement is
only available to those who work. While the working poor are

definitely in need of this support, it is inequitable to
discrirninate against those on wel-fare through no fault of their
o!vn, or against those who received income from Unemployment

fnsurance. Finally, while the rnajority of the benefits are

targeted at Iower-income Canadians, there is a definite
regressive erement introduced through the child care expense

deduction. Sirnple economic theory teaches us that tax
deductions are arways more regressive than tax credits. Those

in higher tax brackets benefit the most since deductions all-ow

them to reduce their taxable income which is being taxed at a

higher marginal rate than less affluent individuals in lower

tax brackets. Tax credits, hovlever, provide the same amount of
tax relief regardless of one/s income level. Specific to this
deduction, however, is the proviso that parents must have

receipts for all child care expenses. Lower-income workers are

often unable to afford the higher cost of li-censed day-care
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facilities and must rely on friends or neighbours to 1ook after
their chil-dren. These in-home day-care providers usualry can

not issue receipts for the fees they charge and hence parents

can not craim these expenses as a tax deduction. Federar

funding for licensed day-care centres which would lower the
cost of care for lower-income canadians would be a more

progressive way to spend this money.

2.2 Unenplolment fnsurance

The final federal benefit program which we shaLr address

is the Unernployment fnsurance program. The Unemployment

rnsurance Act v/as passed in August 1940 and the program

remained virtually unchanged until- the 19'70's, when a number of
revisions vrere enacted. The major objective of this program

remains, rrthe provision of insurance against the interruption
of earnings resulting from unemployment"r3. Whi1e the program

does not provide support to the working poor exclusively, it
does provide a safety net for those r^¡ho do rose their job, and

would necessarily end up on werfare without this benefit.

There are other objectives of this program that d.eserve

mention. The difficul-ties encountered by seasonal workers has

been recognized by the introduction of seasonal- benefits in
i-955. With the merging of the Unemployment Insurance Commission

with the Department of Manpower in Lg77 into a single
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Department of Ernployment and Immigration, emphasis began to be

placed upon using UI as a benefit that could be paid while

workers are retraining for alternative types of employment.

Finally, the original unemployment insurance program did not

concern itself with redistribution of income. Based as it was

on the social insurance principle, the UI scheme had only an

indirect impact on poverty. This was because contributions to

the UI fund v/ere based upon income (up to a ceiling level) and

benefits were based on past contributions and took no account

of fanity síze. The redistribution principle, however, as well

as the principles of economic stabilization and regional incorne

redj-stribution, has become a vital objective of the modern

Unemployment Insurance schene. 14

In order to qualify for UT benefits, a person must have

suffered an interruption of earnings from employment and have

worked for a specified number of weeks in insurable employment.

Almost 952 of all workers in Canada are employed in "insurable
employmentrr and therefore are covered by the program. Regular

benefits are payable to persons who have lost their ernployment.

In order to be eligible: they must be ready and able to work;

looking for a job; wiì-Iing to accept suitable employment; and

have worked a specified number of weeks.ls Most claimants have

to work between 10 and 20 weeks before they can claim benefits.

The number of weeks depends upon the unemployment rate in the
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economic region in which they live. The higher the unemployment

rate is, the shorter the working period must be.

Besides receiving benefits as a result of sirnpJ-e job loss,

working Canadians may also claim Unemployment Insurance

benefits if their earnings are interrupted due to sickness,

injury, maternity t ot the recent adoption of a child. In

addition to cash benefits, the UI program also provides

cl-aimants with counselì-ing on job opportunities and how to
conduct successful job searches. The UI benefit rate is 55å of

average weekly insurable earnings (a rate of 6Oå is al-Iowed for
low income individuals with dependents) up to a rnaximum of

$780, beginning in June L994. Unemploynent Insurance benefits

are taxable, and may be subject to a tax-back provision if
yearly income is above a certain threshold. Regular Uf benefits

are payable for a maximum of 50 weeks in a 52-riüeek benefit
period. The }ength of this period depends upon the number of

v¡eeks worked as well as the regional unemployment rate.

Beginning aì-so in June L994, the minimum number of weeks worked

in order to claim benefits has been raised from l0 to 12. This

affects high unemployment regions such as the AtLantic

provinces or the north. The claim period for speciaJ- benefits

depends upon the reason for the claim; be it maternity leave,

iLlness, or injury. ló
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Un1ike other strictly welfare programs, the Unemployment

Insurance progfram is financed partly through employer and

employee premiums and partly through contributions of the

federal- government. This reflects of rrsemi-insurance'r nature of
this program. The UI premiums payable by employees and

employers are based on weekly insurable earnings of the

employees. Starting January 1, A995 the basic employee premium

rate will be $3.00 per S100 of weekly earnings. The empJ_oyer,s

contribution rate wiII be Ç+.zo.t1

As an indication of the importance of this program to
Manitoba, in fiscal year L992-93 the number of Uf beneficiaries
in the province was 124,800. The total benefit expenditure in
the province for that year was $51-7 million.rs

The three federal programs discussed above are by no means

the only assj-stance the federal government puts forward to
working Canadians. The federal government has recently expanded

financial support for training programs for unemployed or

underempl-oyed Canadians. These programs may be administered

directly by the federal government through the Unemployment

Insurance Commission, or by the provinces through cost-sharing

arrangements. The subsidized trainj-ng which the worki-ng poor

may receive in the forrn of academic upgrading such as high

school equivalency programs or through more direct
occupational training constitute a real potential- benefit to
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the working poor. hlhile these training programs coul-d be an

effective Long term solution to poverty amongst working

canadians, they are not as such meant to improve the income

situation of their recipients in the short term. They act as a

type of rrin-kind" assistance and therefore witl not be included

in this discussion social assistance del-ivery mechanisms.

The provincial governments of Canada also have a number of
programs by which the incomes of the working poor nay be

supplemented. These programs are discussed in the forlowing
section.

PROVINCIÀ,L PROGRÀ}IS

There are a variety of provincial tax credit and di-rect

cash benefit programs that could potentially supp]-ement the

income of the working poor. Again, these are not payments

specifica]-Iy targeted at the working poor, but may indirectly
benefit those in this group. Most of the programs concentrate

upon tax credit relief of property tax or housing costs, but

there is an important proqram that benefits working famiries

with chil-dren. These programs, in no particular order, are

listed below.
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2.3 55 Plus - A tlanitoba Income Supplenent

The 55 Plus program provides quarterly benefits to
Manitobans aged 55 or over, whose income falls within certain
specified leve1s. Persons receiving federal OAS/GIS/SpA

benefits autonatically become eligibte for the 55 PIus program,

but those not in receipt of federal program monies may also

appfy. This program was implenented in 1-974 to cover those who

were in receipt of GIS supplernents but was expanded to include

non-oAS pensioners in l-980.

The maximum quarterly supplement for L993-94 for a single,
widowed or divorced OAS/GIS pensioner is $111.60. For married

coupJ-es receiving OAS/GIS, the supplement increases to gl_19.90.

In order to receive full benefits, the pensioner's income from

sources other than OAS/GIS can onì-y be $24 for a single person

or $48 for a couple. Maximum quarterly benefits for single
persons 55 years or over who do not receive OAS/GIS are

$111-. 60, where income f aIls bel-ow $8, 930. 40. Benef its decrease

on a sliding scale until they disappear at an income level of

ç9,722.40 For each eligibl-e spouse in a non-oAS/GIS receiving
married couple, the maximum quarterly benefit is S1-19.90, where

income is below $1,4t479.20. Benefits decrease on a sliding
scale until they disappear at an income level- of çi.6,2o7.2o.

These maximum benefit levels are indexed annualJ-y using the

Winnipeg consumer Price Index.re
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This income supplement is a relatively minor one affecting
Iow-income retired Manitobans. In and of themselves, the cash

benefits are not enough to lift elderly Manitobans out of

poverty but they do provide a number of pensioners with needed

extra income. For the L992-93 fiscal year , Zar 111 Manitobans

took advantage of this program, with the total government

expenditure being $e. z2 rnilIion.20

2.4 Shelter Allowances for Elderly Renters (SAFER)

In addition to the 55 Pl-us program, the Manitoba

government provides a non-taxable monthly shelter subsidy to

citizens 55 years or older who are renting in the private

market. Persons residing in public housing or in a personal

care home, âs well as those receiving socj-al assistance, are

not eligible for these benefits.

This allowance covers 9OZ of eligible rent costs that
exceed 252 of the pensioner tenant/s gross incorne. AII SAFER

benefits must be deducted frorn the amount of Mani-toba Property

Tax Credit (see below) to which the tenant is entitled. The

maximum :-992 benefits were $170 per month for a single person

whose incorne did not exceed 51-7,640 and whose rent was $405 per

month or more. The allowance is also $170 for a couple whose

income did not exceed $19r8OO and whose rent was $455 or more.

The payrnent decreases as income increases and rent decreases in
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proportion to income. Again, this is a relativeJ-y minor

program, benefiting only 4,590 households in 1992 at a total

cost of $4.345 nillion for fiscal year Iggr'92.21

2.5 Sbelter Allowance for Fanily Renters (SÀFFR)

The f irst tv¡o provincial assi-stance programs described are

targeted specifically at elderly Manitobans. While this group

is technically not included in the working poor, these programs

like that of the oAS/GIS suppl-ements do provide an

irnportant safety net for working poor Manitobans once they

reach retirement age. The rest of the provincial programs that

shall be discussed, however, are aimed more generaÌIy at aII

working Manitobans; regardless of their age. The first of these

is the Shel-ter Al-lowance f or Famj-Iy Renters.

Sinilar to the SAFER program, this program provides a non-

taxable monthly allowance to offset rental costs. This plan,

however, is directed at low-income families with dependent

children. Rental costs are subsidized up to 9oZ where they

exceed 252 of f arnily income. Farnil-ies receiving Social

Allowances (welfare) or who live in government-subsidized

housing are ineligible for SAFFR benefits. Since July t992, the

maximum rnonthJ-y allowance of $l-80 is payable where:

"i) for one parent and one child, rent is $445 per
month or more and rnonthly income does not exceed
$l_,615.
ii) for a three-person fainily, rent is $480 per
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month or more and monthly income does not
çL,7 4s.
iii) for four or more persons, rent is $500
month or more and monthly income does not

exceed

per
exceed

$1,8!4.ß22

The amount of assistance is reduced as income rises and rent

drops in proportion to income. Even fewer people are able to

take advantage of this program than the SAFER plan. In 199I-92,

1,777 families were beneficiaries with the total cost to the

government being $1. 596 rnill-ion.

2.6 Property Tax Credit

The property tax credit is delivered to Manitobans through

the income and property tax systems and is designed to provide

income-related assistance to homeowners and tenants. The

benefit is payable to aII Manitoban homeowners and tenants who

are not receiving Social Allowance. The maximum benefit for

1994 is $525 generaJ-Iy, or $625 for claimants age 65 and over.

The benefit is reduced by l-? of net income down to a minimum of

$250. Therefore, for all claimants whose net family j-ncome is

ç27,5oo or more, the maximum benefit is $250, or the amount of

property taxes payable on the principal residence in excess of

$250 - which ever is lesser. An equivalent rent threshold was

introduced in L993 timiting eligibility for the Property Tax

Credit to those persons paying more than $1,250 in rent per

year.23
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Owners of singJ-e f amily homes receive their mininurn

benefit of $250 immediately as a deduction on their rnunicipat

property tax statements. The province reimburses the

municipalities for the fuII amount of these allowed deductions.

This program is funded by the Manitoba Department of Finance

and is a rather costJ-y one. fn 1991- , 57 3,550 families r¡/ere

beneficiaries of this program, costing the provincial
government $l-65 million in foregone tax revenue.2a

2.7 Cost of Living Tax Credit

Low-income persons who are not receiving Social Al-lowance

may apply for a Manitoba Cost of Living Tax Credit on their
federal- income tax form. This credit, l-ike other tax credits,
serves to increase an individuals tax refund or to reduce taxes

payable. As of January L992, an amount equal to this tax credit
has been added j-nto provincial SociaI Allowance rates and

therefore welfare recipients are not eligible for the credit.

The basic Cost of Living Tax Credit for a single or a

married person in L994 is $l-90. Additional credits are

available depending if the person is aged or disabled, or if
they support a dependant child or disabled adult. From this
basic credit, 1-Z of net family income is subtracted. Most forms

of taxable and non-taxable incorne are included in this
calculation except for the following: 55 Plus Income
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supplements; shelter Allowance for Elderly Renters,. and sherter

Allowance for Fanily Renters.

This program started in L974 and like the property Tax

credit, is administered by the Manitoba Department of Finance.

For the l-991- tax year, 383,07 0 Manitobans received this
benefit, costi-ng the government a total of $69 million.

The obvious question arising from the above discussion of
the various provincial tax credits and allowances is how much

they benefit low income Manitobans. The ansü/er is difficult to
provide, in part because some of the programs can not be

accessed by all low-income earners. As indicated, some programs

apply onJ-y to the elderly or to famj-lies with children. It rnay

also be difficult for potentiat beneficiaries to decipher for
which programs they may be eligible. As such, it is difficult
to determine whether all those who are entitled are receiving
benefits. The National Council of WeJ-fare, however, attempted

in 1991- to quantify the average benefit received by various

low-income household types of the two more universal credits;
those being the Property Tax credit and the Cost of Living tax
credit. They found that the average single enployable person in
Manitoba received $71-5 per year from these credits, a single
disabled person received $825, a single parent with one child
received $897, and a couple with two children received $939.25
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2.8 Child Related Income Support Program (CRISP)

So far, the programs vte have discussed have not addressed

the specific needs of low-income families with dependent

chitdren. None of these plans have based the benefit level

directty upon the number of children living in a given

household in recognition of the fact that it becomes harder

for low-income earners to support their families as these

farnilies grow larger. In January 1981, hohlever, the Manitoba

government responded to this issue by instituting the child

Related Income Supplement Program, or CRISP.

This program provides cash benefits to low-j-ncome families

with dependent children under l-8 years of age on the basis of

income rather than earnings. As such, persons on Social

All-owance may receive these payments, âs may members of the

working poor - provided their incomes are bel-ow the threshold

levels. one provision placed on eligibility is that net family

assets (excluding principal residence, furnishings, and farnily

car) may not exceed $2ooroo0. Benefits are based upon total

farnily incorne for the previous tax year, Iess the following

deductions: 6eo of total gross fanily income¡ $763 for each

eligible dependent chil-d: and any maintenance or alimony

payments made. The maximum benefit per child for 1993-94 is $30
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per month or $360 per year. this rnaxirnum benefit is payable to
famiLies with one child whose net annuaf income is 914,817 or

less. The income ceiling increases for every extra chird the

family has, üp to $t9t25L for a faniJ-y with six children.zó The

base income e]-igibirity leve] is indexed to increases in the

Consumer Price Index in the previous year.

CRISP benefits are not taxabl-e, and are considered as part
of Social Allowance entitlements for el-igible fanilies. For the

L991--92 tax year 6,793 families (r5 | 426 children) benefited

from this program. The split between single parent and two-

parent fanilies v/as armost equal. The cost to the Manitoba

government v/as $5.316 ni11ion.27 The effectiveness of this
program in herping poor famil-ies with children is in question,

however, âs Manitoba currently leads the country in the

incidence of child poverty.28

Manitoba is not alone in providing income supplements to
J-ts population that works. Every other province has similar tax
and/or shelter assistance programs at their disposal that are

at l-east partialJ-y aj-rned at the working poor. A f ew other
provinces have income supplementation programs worth noting.
saskatchewan, for exampre, established the FamiJ-y rncome plan

(FfP) ín I974 which provides benefits to Saskatchewan residents

who have dependent children, and whose annual income meets Frp

requirements. Saskatchewan,s program is very similar to the
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CRISP plan but pays allowances that are generally more generous

than in Manitoba.2e

ontario and Quebec both have programs that are sJ-ightly

different in that they are specifically work-related income

supplementation plans. These programs are similar in that they

both place a great degree of emphasis upon work incentives. The

Quebec Work Income Supplementation Plan was instituted in l-979.

This plan atternpts to ensure that individual-s are financially

better off working than they would be on welfare. Those

earning less or equal to what they would receive under social-

assistance can apply for an income supplement equal to 252 of

their earnings. Benefits are reduced by one dol-Iar for every

three dollars of earnings above the social assistance Level.30

Since benefits are paid as a percentage of earned income, the

actual amounts paid will vary from person to person. The

allowances paid under the Quebec program v¡ere conceptualized as

a type of rrpreventativerr welf are - as the benef its were

j-ntended to keep low income earners from becoming recipients of

social assistance and this program has been described by

Derek Hum as rra significant advance in income maintenance for

the working poorrr¡r

The Ontario Work Incentive Program (WIN) was also

irnplemented in 1-979. It provides an al-Iowance and health

related benefits for up to two years to recipients who leave
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long-term social assistance programs for fulI-tirne employment.

Maximum rnonthly benefits are paid to any client who voluntarity

withdraws from the provincial FBA or GAINS-D programs and

accepts employment. The maximum benefit deceases by a set

percentage for every dollar of famil-y income in excess of a set

threshold. In addition to the cash benefit, supplementary

benefits in the form of complete coverage of provincial health

insurance premiums, prescription drug costs, dental care,

eyeglasses, and hearing aids are also provided.32 The strongest

criticism of the Ontario plan, hov/ever, is that it only pays

benefits to persons who have left provincial welfare programs,

and only for a set period of time. It does nothing to support

those low-income individuals who have al-ways worked in poorly

paid jobs and never received welfare. As such, it is difficul-t
to call this program a true income supplementation plan for the

working poor because of its lack of comprehensive coverage.

2 .9 lÍorker' s Compensation

One cannot leave a discussion of provincial support

programs without at Ìeast briefly mentioning the role played by

Worker's Compensation. This program protects members of the

Iabour force and their families aqainst v/age loss due to
occupational injury or disease and assists them with medicaÌ or

other expenses. This system is based upon the principles of

coLlective liability on the part of empì-oyers and compulsory
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insurance for v¡orkers guaranteed by a publicly administered

insurance fund. A mutual insurance scheme is established

whereby empÌoyers in a given industry are jointly liable for
the costs of all injuries occurring in that industry.

fn Manitoba, not all industries are covered by v¡orker,s

compensation. Only about 75e" of Manitoba's Iabour force is

covered, which is a problem for many low-income occupations

falI into these uncovered industries.33 Benefits are only paid

to those who suffer a work-rel-ated injury or illness, which

presents another problem in that workers who are injured off
the job - or whose injury cannot be proven to be work-rel-ated -
recej-ve no compensation.

In L992, there were 42,2O3 reported accidents or illness
for Worker's compensation claims. This figure was down 5.32

from the year before. The total claim costs to the Worker's

Compensation Board in 1992 v/as Çi-Ze .l mill-ion. Revenue from

current assessments r¡/as $l-33.6 million, but due to past

deficits, the unfunded liability at the end of that year v/as

about $gg million.Y

As has already been mentioned, there is considerable

difficulty in measuring the adequacy of both federal and

provincial- programs that assist the working poor. l,Ihile lov¡-

income Manitobans are fortunate in that Manitoba has perhaps
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the greatest number of j-ncome assistance and tax credit
programs of all the provinces, the problern l-ies in the lack of

integration of these programs. This problem is not unique to
Manitoba, ho\^rever. Administrators and social workers who

operate income security programs across the country despair

over the lack of an integrated system; one rationally designed

and sirnple to adrninister.35

The working poor of Manitoba are also at a disadvantage in
that there is no one program or combination of two or more

programs that covers them aII. The assistance plans we have

examined tend to be targeted at the eJ-derly, ât farnilies with

children, ât those who are unemployed, or at those who pay a

hiqh percentage of the monthÌy wage in rent. There exists no

program like Quebec's Work Income Supplementation Plan that
provides adequate benefits to aII of the working poor,

regardless of their age or family circumstances. The portion of

working poor in Manitoba that are therefore most at risk are

single persons or childless couples between the ages of l-B and

55. Just how large and needy this group is shal-t be examined in
the second chapter of this thesis where a statistical analysis

of the current economic situation of the working poor in
Manitoba is presented

Having presented a description of a rather complicated

system of social- proqrams and indicated that none is
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specifically intended to assist the so-called working poor, it
is useful- to consider novJ a singì-e, omnibus income guarantee

and/or income supplernentation plan that might be designed to
benefit this category of recipients. We shall begin by

examining the theory behind the structure of such benefit
programs.

II (B) TIIEORY OF BENEFIT PROGRÀIIí STRIICTIIRE

The primary objective of assistance programs is usually to
provide the poor with a level of income adequate to meet their

basic needs. Many have taken this to mean that society needs to
ensure the poor have a rrguaranteed incomerr. What exactly does

the concept of guaranteed income entail? How should such an

income be paid out to the poor? The following section shall

detail some of the numerous approaches that could be used to

ensure the poor a guaranteed level of income. Here v/e will

introduce the concept of the negative income tax and examine

one Canadian proposal to implement such a system.
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The idea of ensuring a guaranteed i-ncome to the poor is

intirnately tied to the idea of redistribution of income. A

taxation system that incorporates a progressive tax rate

structure can be seen to embody the goal of redistribution. The

Canadian tax system, Iike most others in the developed nations

of the world, already utilizes a progressive rate structure and

thus aims towards the redistribution of income. The tax system

is therefore seen as a logical place to start in guaranteeing

a minirnum level of income to the poor; whether this be directly

through a negative income tax, or taxing back universal

benefits granted to the rich in order to redistribute them to

the poor.

Three basic approaches to ensuring a guaranteed income

l-evel are examined here: the universaL demogrant systen; the

minimum wage or wage subsidy route; and the negative income tax

system. Each of these methods could be used in conjunction

with/ or as a partial or full replacement for the various forms

of income or means-tested incorne assistance programs, existing

demogrants, or social insurance proqrams already in pJ-ace. This

would all depend upon the relative generosity of the neI¡/

approaches adopted. The tax system may be affected to a greater

or lesser degree by each of these approaches, and may undergo

appropriate changes in tax rates and exemptions. There are also

a few variations in how each of these methods could be

operational-ized and these variations shaLÌ be examined as weÌI.
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A) The Universal Denogrant

The universal demogrant entitles everyone in society to an

equal payrnent, which would constitute the basic leveI of
support. Any incorne earned above the basic support level would

be taxed back so that final income woul-d be comprised of the

demogrant plus other income after taxes. This is the sinplest
form that a guaranteed income coul-d take but is also the most

costly since it requires advancing funds to both the rich and

poor.

As an example of how this woul-d operate, Iet us take a

system that pays a demogrant of $20,000 combined with a flat-
rate tax of 50? on earned income. An individual with an earned

income of $20,000 would end up with a total- income of g3O,OOO.

If the individual- earned $30,000 instead, his or her after tax

income would be $35,000. The lower the tax-back rate is, the

more generous this program becomes.

The major disadvantages of this approach are those of
cost, and the work disincentive effect it introduces. A system

that uses a low tax-back rate witl end up being very costly to
governnent as very little in earned income is being taxed

relative to the universal demogrant payment. If the system,

however, incorporates a high tax-back rate, there is little
incentive for individuals to earn extra income since most of it
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wil} be Lost to taxes. In order to combat these problems, most

income guarantee proposals have combined relatively low income

guarantee l-evels with low tax-back rates. This combination,

however, does not eliminate poverty.3ó

The universal demogrant approach is very similar to the

idea of the social dividend. The social dividend was first
proposed in Great Britain in 1-942 by Lady Juliette Rhys-

$Ij-lliams through a basic credit income tax (CIT) format. The

social dividend was a universall-y paid per capita credit or

cash payment to all cítizens of the United Kingdom regardless

of their economic circumstances or work status. This plan would

replace the social minimum approach developed by Lord Beveridge

which consisted of social insurance schemes, modest direct

income grants such as universal- famil-y allowances, and social

assistance provided on the basis of demonstrated need. The

social dividend would be financed through a flat marginal tax

rate on al-I income, but there is no reason why the scheme could

not be integrated with a progressive tax system. Since Lady

Rhys-WiJ-liams's proposed dividend was to have been taxable and

most of the benefits to the rich v/ere to be recovered through

the income tax system, this proposaJ- reaIIy represented a

guaranteed income for the poor. This proposal was largely

ignored, hohrever, and never introduced in Britain.3T
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The social dividend concept is not completely dead. In

fact, it is evident in the Canadian system in two income

security programs which have been quite popular amonq the

Canadian popuJ-ation: the former FarniJ-y Allowance proqram and

the current OId Age Security plan. Famity Allowance payments

r^/ere paid to farnilies with dependent children, regardless of

the fanily's income. This program was replaced with the current

Chitd Tax Benefit program on the ground that Family Allowances

\¡/ere an ineff icient means of getting more income into the hands

of those most in need - that is, persons with low incomes. The

OAS plan stitl pays uni-versal payments to those who fit into a

specific demographic group (the elderly) and therefore can be

considered as a demogrant.3s while not used to replace existing

social programs with one single payment, the social- dividend

concept is still alive in Canadian income security policy.

(B) Mininum lfage/Ifage Subsidy

Minimun \^¡ages have been in place f or a long tine in

Canada; established to ensure that no worker was paid a \¡Iage

below what was considered a fair return for a day's labour. The

minirnum hrage does not as much provide a guaranteed income as it

does provide a guaranteed r^/age. It has, however, been

championed as a poverty-fighting technique. There are separate

minimum vrages for work establishments fal-J-ing under federal,
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perfect device for ensuring

into the grips of poverty,

considerabl-e criticism as of
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legislation. While seemingly a

that working people do not falt
the minimum \^/age has come under

late.

The most obvious probl-em of the minimum \^/age as an income

support device is that the wage incoine it insures workers will
receive is simpry not enough. rn every provi-nce, workers who

are paid the minimum wage fatl berow the poverty line. No where

is this more evident than in Manitoba. rn L976, the minimum

wage annuar income in Manitoba was çs,7L6, which as a percent

of the poverty line was 102å. Tn L992, the minimum v/age annual-

income in this province had risen to gj-o,4oo, but this
constituted only 692 of the poverty rine income cut-off. rn
L992 constant dolIars, the minimum \dage income had actualry
fallen from $1-5,41-5 in L976 to gl-o,4oo in Lgg2, a d.ecrease of
32.5eo.3e rn fact, the minimum !{age is so row that there exists
a disincentive to work. rn r9g2 in Manitoba, a single
emproyabre person wourd receive ç42 more through receiving
welf are than by working at a minimurn h/age j ob. This

dÍsincentive grol^/s even l-arger when one considers the situation
of married coupres with chirdren. A married couple with one

partner earning the minimum v/age having two chirdren would

receive $9r047 less by working rather than accepting welfare.a0
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One of the reasons that welfare often provides greater

annual income than does a job paying mininum wage has to do

with the size of working poor families. l,felfare payments, of
course, are indexed according to the size of oners family. As

the fanily gror^/s in number, so does the size of the payment.

The ninimum r^/agie, ho\.Jever, does not account at all for the size

of the worker's family. the minimum v/age is the same for a

worker with no dependants as it is for one with a large farnily.
The larger a worker's family groþ/s, the less adequate the

minimum wage becomes.

Another problem associated with the minimum v/age is that
it does nothing to help workers who are often unemployed. Those

workers who face c¡ccasional or seasonar unemployment can not

benefit from a minimum \^/age. Likewise, the minimum $¡ag,e does

little to support the incomes of those who can only find part.-

tine work. Given that femal-e workers are much more likely than

mal-es to work in part-time jobs, and given that the Economic

Council of Canada has estimated that females are five times

more likely than males to work for the minimum \ô/age, this
presents a significant problem for working poor v¡omen.arl^fe

wil-Ì examine the distribution of full- and part-time v/orkers, as

wel-I as the distribution of males versus fernales in the working

population of the Manitoba in the third chapter of this paper.
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À final crj-ticism of the minimum wag.e has to do with the
assumptj-ons inherent in this concept. The key assumption held
by advocates of the minimum r¡/age is that workers are poor

si-nply because there \^/ages are too row. rt does not address the
question of why the working poor are paid low wages. According
to the Nationar councir of lrlelf are, the working poor are
overwhelrningly segregated into what is known as the primary or
marginal labour market, and the 1ow wages that they are paid
are a product of rnarket forces over which they have no contror.
By the marginar rabour market, w€ are referring to
establ-ishments where jobs not only pay row wages, but where

workers have few opportunities for career mobirity and where

workers have lirnited pov/er over the conditions of their
employrnent. a2

Firms that operate in the marginaJ_ labour market are
usuarl-y smarr and lack the sophisticated technology, manageriar

expertise, and capital that characterize industries in the
normal- labour market. Therefore they are often less productive,
earn smal-l-er prof j-ts, and strugg]-e f or survival- in a

cornpetitive marketplace. workers for such firms often face a

bleak future since their fate is tied to vulnerable enterprises
who can be forced to lay-off workers or go out of business at
a moment's notice. To stay competitive, these firms tend to
employ more part-time workers, since this gives them the
frexibitity to increase their workforces at peak periods, and
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decrease them when business sl-acks of f . whil-e minimum wages do

help workers in the marginar labour market, they do not address

the causes of low wages in the primary labour market, and

therefore cannot be expected to provide an effective i_ncome

threshold for all low-income workers.o3

An arternative to the idea of minimum v/ages is the concept

of the ri/age subsidy. The v/age subsidy, or negative \¡/age tax
(Nwr), is a method of supplementing the income of furl-time
low-wage workers. It works by i-ncreasing the rate of pay per

unit of time. rn effect, it makes leisure more expensive. The

total subsidy to a worker varies with the number of hours

worked. The more one works, the more he or she receives from

the subsidy. rt works much like the minirnum v/age except that
the government ensures that the worker receives a guaranteed

r^/age by supplernenting the market wage, rather than legislating
that the market wage be a certain lever. The advantage to this
system is that the cost of employing the worker is the same to
the employer after the subsidy as it v/as before. Therefore

there is no pressure on the empÌoyer to cut back on the number

of workers employed in order to save rabour costs. As welr,
there is no work disincentive effect to this method of
supplementing incornes. The worker only receives the subsidy if
he or she works.

The negative luage tax formula works as fol-lows:
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P = s(B - w)H

where:
P : total transfer payment
s = rate of subsidy
B = breakeven v/age rate at which the subsidy is zero
W = the market r¡¡age rate, and
H : hours worked#

For example, if the breakeven hrage rate is $7. OO per hour and

the market rate $4. 00, \¡/ith a rate of subsidy at 5OZ , the

hourly $rage subsidy v/iII equal- $1.50. Based on a 40 hour work

week, the worker would receive an extra $60 per week.

The main disadvantage to this plan is that like the

minimum v/age, it is of no use to the unemployed and of only

Iittle help to part-time workers, since the amount of the

subsidy increases with hours worked. The other probl-em with the

hrage subsidy is that it gives no incentive for employers to pay

workers a decent market wage in the first place. In fact, there

would be incentive for employers to decrease the rÀrages they pay

if they knew the government would subsidize their wage rates.
Workers would be no better off, only the firms employing low-

vrage workers. The wage subsidy could amount to a subsidy to
Scrooge-like employers, out to get the most work for the

cheapest pay.

(C) Negative Income Tax (NIT)

The rnost

suppJ-ementation

direct use of the tax system in the

of the working poor's incomes is through the
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negative income tax (NIT). This term was coined first by Milton

Friedman in the 1-960's but the idea of using negative taxes as

transfer payments is much older. Economists have long known

that the income tax system could be used to pay out income just

as easily as it collects it. ÀII that is required is a

rethinking of how the tax system should be utilized.

The negative income tax is actualì-y a type of refundabl-e

income tested tax credit. The NIT sirnpì-y extends the tax rate

schedule into the negative income zone. More specifically, âD

NIT system consists of two elements: (1) a basic support level,
G, which represents the payment or guaranteed income that the

family receives if it has no other income; and (2) a tax rate
or benefit reductj-on rate, r. As the individual receives income

frorn earnings or other sources, the payment for which it is
eligible declines at the tax rate r. Individuals receive some

payment up to some breakeven level, B. The breakeven l-eve1 is

determined by dividing the basic support Level (G) by the tax

rate (r). The breakeven level, B, represents the income level

at which negative taxes are phased out and positive taxes

begin. a5

The NIT formula is as follows:

P : G rY, which can be rewritten as

P : r(B Y) for all- Y

P : negative income tax payment
r : negative tax rate
B = breakeven leve1
Y : total income
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For example, Iet us say that the individual's income is
Iess than the total exernptions and deductions he or she is
allowed. Under a traditional tax system, the individual woul_d

sinpJ-y pay no taxes. Under the NIT, however, the individual
would receive back a trnegativerr tax payment. If the basic

support level (G) is $fo,0oo, and the tax rate is 5oå, then the

breakeven leve1 (B) is $20, oo0. If total farnily income

equalled $8,000, the negative income tax payment would equal

$6,000 (.50 X ($20,000 - 8,000) ). Total family incorne woul-d be

$14,000. If the individual- had not worked at aII, totaL income

would be $l-0,000 (.50 X ($zo,o00 - 0)). Since the NIT system

reduces benefit payments by l-ess than the futl amount of any

r¡/ages received, the individual is always left with a higher

income from working than not working. The NfT system can

therefore be a very effective means of suppÌementing the

incomes of the working poor.

The negative income tax system can, of course, be more or

less generous depending upon where the basic support leve1 and

the tax-back rate are set. This is where a definite problem is
encountered in integrating a negative tax system r¿ith its
positive counterpart. The fundamental aims of a negative income

tax and the regul-ar posi-tive income tax (PIT) system differ too

widely. The PIT objective is to enhance tax revenues and this

is done by incorporating a low level for basic exemptions with

a high average tax rate. To alleviate poverty, oD the other
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hand, a NIT design requires a high basic support level. To

rninimize work disincentives, the negative income tax rate r

should be as low as possible, and certainly no higher than the

average positive tax rate t. But a generous leve1 for G

combined with a low r will resuÌt in a high leve1 for B,

rneaning a very costly supplementation system for the

government.a6 Given these constraints, is it possibJ-e to devise

a negative income tax system that wiII adequately supplement

low-wage incomes and reduce income inequality in Canada?

In 1986, Derek Hum and trtayne Simpson perf ormed some

cal-culations to ansh/er this very question. By expressing G as

a fraction of the Statistics Canada low-income cut-off line,

and assurning a flat positive tax rate of t, they tested a

number of NIT system combinations. They found that using a

tthigh G, hiqh rrr plan (G = 1.0, r = O.7, t : 0.3) income

inequal-ity could be reduced in Canada by one half, ât a cost

equal to what lras then spent by the government on income

transfers. This program would imply a positive tax rate of only

3oZ. The neg:ative tax rate of 7OZ, however, might discourage

work among low-income individuals. Therefore, they devised

another plan using a lower negative tax rate (G : 0.75,

r = 0.3, t:0.68) which would also reduce income inequality by

one haÌf. This program would cost 4OZ more, hou/ever, and

require a politically unattractive positive tax rate of 68e".

The sane amount transferred under either of these plans could
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aLso be transferred using a plan with: G = 1.0, r = 0.5, t =

O.46. This is slightly more politically palatable.aT

As a resul-t of the conflicting goal_s of the negative and

positive tax systems, it is difficult to devise a NIT system

that wilI provide adequate incorne for the poor, without
imposing a large tax burden on the rest of society. Difficurt,
however, does not mean impossible. ft is essentially a

political decision. Does the government have the political will
to ctrange the existing tax system to incorporate negative taxes

at the cost of possibly higher positive tax rates? As Hum and

Simpson so eloquently point out in their 1986 study, there is
a way, but is there a wil"l-?

TI (C) CANÀDIÀìT TIIEORETICAI, PERSPECTIVE

There have been a number of proposals in Canada desigrned

to revise the way in which social- welfare benefits are paid to
those in need. One of the first attempts to institute a

guaranteed annual income program in Canada came in 1967 with
the Castonguay-Nepveu report of the Quebec government.

Approaching the subject from a provi-ncial level, this report
proposed an integrated, cornprehensive social security system

that transferred areas of concurrent federal-provi_nciaI
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authority such as family allowances, occupational training,

pension programs, and unemployment insurance to exclusive

provincial jurisdiction. The Castonguay-Nepveu report saw the

need to design policies relating to income support, pensions,

child-related benefits, retraining, and job creation within one

system. fn addition to the integration of existing federal and

provincial social welfare programs, the report also called for

the introduction of a guaranteed annual income.aE

The GAI proposed by the Castonguay-Nepveu Commission was

to be a two-tiered system having two different levels of

benefits; one for persons deemed to be unemployable and another

for the working poor, the latter containing stronq work

incentives. Along with different benefit level-s, there were

also d.ifferent tax-back rates. For those not expected to work,

a high support level, I/\¡as combined with a high tax-back rate.

The working poor, ho\n/ever, vtere expected to provide thernselves

vlith additional work-related income, so a second plan for then

with lower support levels and low tax-back rates was devised.

This type of GAr plan is categorical- in that a group that

is expected to work is separated from one that is not. This is

generall-y referred to as the tagging of the specific group.

This pJ-an also incorporated an income-testing principle in that

two dif f erent tax rates l^Iere used. AS such, this proposal

sparked the debate over whether i-ncome assistance should be
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del-ivered on a categorical or income-tested basis. rt is
difficult in theory to establish the superiority of one system

over the other. Income-tested transfers can reduce poverty to

a greater extent than categorical programs if the tagged groups

do not correspond closely to the 1ow-income population. on the

other hand, tagging may create Ìess distortion in the work

j-ncentive structure. This implies that a trade-off exi-sts; the

policy gains of redistribution must be weighed against the

losses due to adverse work incentives.4e vühil-e the proposal was

never enacted, the attention to this debate specificalLy, and

income assistance reform in general, was the major contribution

of the Castongruay-Nepveu report.

The work of the Castonguay-Nepveu Commission set the stage

for the federal- government's Social- Security Review of the

early L97ots. The Social Security Review itsel-f was predated by

a report of the Senate Committee on Poverty in L968. This

report was extrernely critical- of the existing state of federal-
provi-ncial fiscal arrangements for social assistance and

reconmended that the system be scrapped and repl-aced by a

guaranteed annual income scheme.50

Similar discussion resulted in social assistance issues

becoming a major point of contention between the federal and

provincial governments. Despite the failure to solve this or

any issue at the l-971- Vj-ctoria Conference, the conviction that
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sociaL assistance v/as needed still persisted, and the

this search v¡as the Social Security Review of L973.

In the Minister of National Health and lrtrelfare's published

Working Paper on Social Security in Canada (popularly known as

the rrOrange Paper[) the Income-Maintenance Strategy formed the

core of the revievr. Five propositions were encompassed in this

strategy. The f irst \"ras that the f ederal f arnily allowances

should be increased from the then existing average of $7.21- per

child to $20.00 per child, and be made taxable. Furthermore,

the level of these al-Iowances should be reviewed from time to

time and increased on the basis of increases in the Consumer

Price Index. The second proposition was that the incomes of the

working poor which were inadequate by reason of fanily size, or

by reason of the nature of their employment, should be

supplemented under a single income supplementation plan with

built-in work incentives. In addition to this, a guaranteed

income should be available to people whose incomes are

insufficient because they are unable or are not expected to

work; namely the retired, disabled, single parent families, or

those who are unemployable because they lack needed skills or

workforce experience. To reconcile this second and third

proposition, a rrtwo-tier guaranteed annual incomerr system was

proposed with one giuarantee level- and tax-back rate for those

who worked and another for those who did not. Federal planners

suggested a guarantee level of $4,800 for a fanily of four with

of

of
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a 752 tax-back rate after a $50 nonthly exemption for those

with no other income. For those with employment income, the

guarantee level vJas $1,800, with a 37.52 tax-back rate,
creating a breakeven point of S7tzoo.

The fourth proposal v/as that the existing OÀS and GIS

supplement plans be continued, but that people over 65 and with

low incomes be given the option to choose the new guaranteed

income plan if it was more advantageous. The final proposition

v/as that even with the guaranteed income plan in place, there

should still be a supplernentary or illast resortrr program to
meet special situations as they arose.5t

The review created working parties of technical advisors

who dealt with specific welfare policy areas. One such group,

the Working Party on Income Maintenance, concerned itsel-f with
the development of a comprehensive and co-ordinated income

maintenance system. Using the propositions spelt out in the

Orange Paper as a guide, this group set out about the task of

devising a guaranteed annual income plan for Canada. The

proposals of this group were eventually accepted by the

provincial welfare ministers and a basic outfine for a nev/

guaranteed income scheme was revealed. The program would have

two components: income support for those unable to work and

income supplementation vtith built-in work incentives for those

who were working but whose incomes were inadequate. Support
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levels would be set by the provinces and the federaJ- government

v/as prepared to increase its Soeo share of assistance costs by

paying two-thirds of the suppÌementation component of the

scheme.

Although this proposal v¡as approved by federal cabinet

committee, the fuIl cabinet delayed its introduction and the

following year approved only a pared-down version of the

program. Eligibility would be restricted to fanil-ies with

children and to those aged 55 to 65. the cost of the progran

would also be scaled down from $2 billion to $z¿o mil-1ion. This

proposal was presented to the provinces in L976, but v/as

abandoned after ontario rejected it outright.52

The Social Security Review was an attempt to change the

welfare systern from one encompassing 'assistance plans' towards

'income and employment plans'. Although the review did

encourage new provincial income and employment plans, it

essentially failed since no new delivery systems v/ere

introduced, nor was the cost-sharing basis of the Canada

Assistance Plan changed.53 One explanation for this failure is

offered by Keith Banting, who suggests the degree of

integration of social assistance promised by this review I,\Ias

hampered by the number of programs that h¡ere excluded from the

talks. Certain income related programs that were not under

provincial jurisdiction (such as Unenplolnnent Insurance,
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Worker's Compensation and ninimum hrage laws) were simply not up

for discussion or inclusion in an integrated system.r

Establishment of a truly comprehensive guaranteed income system

T¡/as thus not possible.

Then Deputy Minister of Health and Welfare, A.W. Johnson

further emphasized the problerns of jurisdiction and the

financing of the proposed programs as possible reasons for the

failure of the Social Security Review.s5 The energy crisis that
hit Canada and the rest of the world in the early L97O's pÌaced

a considerable financial constraint upon the federal

gtovernment. As a result of this and other factors, government

revenues were curtailed Ieaving less money available for
ambitious spending plans. FinaIIy, political- support for the

idea of income support to the working poor may sinpJ-y have been

lacking. Regardless of the reason, the Socj-al Security Review

did fail and Canada l¡as left without a guaranteed annual income

plan.

Reform of social assistance r^/as not finished in Canada

with the death of the Social Security Review. A number of

federal bills aimed at wel-fare policy were proposed during the

I97O's but none achieved success. We are left in Canada, then,

with federal and provincial social- welfare policy structures

that are virtually unchanged since the Canada Assistance Plan

was instituted in 1966.
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II (D} CANÀDA ÀSSISTÀ}¡CE PI,ÀI¡

We have exami-ned so far a nurnber of social- assi-stance

programs on a federal and provincial level, âs well- as the

theory behind how such programs presently are, and in the

future could, b€ structured. In order to determine how social

assistance rnight best be delivered to the working poor in

Manitoba, v¡e must first understand how the present set of

f iscal arrangements betr¡¡een the f ederal and provincial

governments for social assistance works. In this section, the

history and structure of the Canada Assistance Pl-an wiIl

examined to determine whether the current structure allows for

cost-sharing for programs directed towards the working poor.

The Canada Assistance Plan is a comprehensive set of

intergovernmental- transfers through which the Government of

Canada shares the cost with the provinces of providing social

assistance and welfare services to needy Canadians. These

social- assistance programs are intended to be the rrlast resortrl

of Canada's social- security system. Assistance is provided to

the needy when earnings or income from other sources - such as

unemployment insurance and public or private pensions are

unavailable or inadequate. The primary objectives of the Canada

Assistance PIan are to support the provincial provision of: tt1)

adequate rates of social assistance and institutional- care for
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persons in need, and 2) welfare services which have as their
object the lessening, removal or prevention of the causes and

effects of poverty, child negJ-ect, ot dependence on public
assistancett56.

The Canada Assistance PIan effectively combined several

shared-cost assistance programs already in place into one

comprehensive plan. These programs T¡/ere as forrows: The old Age

Assistance Act, the Blind Persons Act, the Disabl-ed persons

Act, and the Unemployment Assistance Act. The objective of all
these programs vJas to provide income support for those reast

able to provide f or themsel-ves. The f ederal- government shared

the cost of these provinciarry administered programs. payments

hrere made on a means-tested basis and the programs \^Jere

categorical; that is they v/ere aimed at specific groups not in
the labour f orce.57

Before we enter into a fulÌ discussion of the design of
the canada Assistance Pran, we should introduce cAp by briefly
stating that it is a needs-tested social assistance program in
which cost is shared between the federal, provincial, and in
some cases municipar governments. rt is also generaJ-Iy viewed

as an rropen-endedrt plan in that the federaJ- government pays 5O?

of the costs of assistance for all those qualifying for the

needs-tested provi-nciar publ-ic assistance program.5s rn order

to qual-ify for the federat grant, the provincial social
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assistance program must base eligibiJ-ity for assistance on need

alone, and must not make previous residence in the province a

requirement. The program must also allow for an appeal

procedure in case of a dispute. Otherwise, CAP sets no major

constraints on provincial discretion.5e

A rrneeds-testedrr progran simply means that in order to be

eligible for assistance, a recipient had to be rrin need or

Iikelihood of needrr.ó0 As such, âtry individual deemed to be in
need according to a provincial-Iy designed needs-test is
eligible for cost-shared assistance. Social assistance programs

establ-ished prior to CAP (such as the Old Age Assistance, Blind

Persons, Disabled Persons and Unernployment Assistance Acts)

based eligibility upon the individual fitting into some pre-

determined category. Therefore, a person had to be either
bl-ind, disabled, above a certain age or unemployed in order to
receive assistance. Equally needy people who fit into none of

these categories would conceivably have been left to their own

devices.

The categorical nature of these earlier programs that
focused on the potential cause of poverty, rather than the need

of the individual, r¡/as one of major criticism of the pre-CAp

era. Criticism also centred on the income ceilings that r¡/ere

established and the constraints on all-owable income. In
addj-tion to the discontent with the existing programs, there
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increasing public concern during the 1960rs with poverty

inadequacy of opportunity in Canada.6l

Às an ansr¡¡er to these and other problems with Canada,s

social assistance programs and after considerable federal--

provincial- deliberations the Canada Assistance Pl-an Act was

i-ntroduced in the House of Commons as Bill C-1 on ApriJ_ 4,

L966. The bj-ll was eventually given Royal Assent on Jul_y 23,

L966 and was rnade retroactive to Àpril 1 of the same year.62

Hailed as a landmark in Canada,s social security system,

CAP hoped to achieve a number of aims. These included: t,1)

better and more comprehensive coverage for those in need of

assistance, including the working poor; 2) increased

opportunities for the unemployed through vocational-

rehabilitation and upgrading of skilIs; and consolidation of

Assistance proqrams. ttó3

The Canada Assistance Plan is divided into three main

parts. The first part deals with generaÌ assistance and social-

services. Under part one of the cAP legislation the federal
government sought to replace the Unemployment Assistance Act.

Provinces s/ere also abÌe to create an integrated system by

combining the various cost-shared categorical programs with
their own assistance programs.
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Eligibility under the general assistance of CAp is based

on a needs test and in order to maintain national standards,

provinces can not require a period of residence as a condition
of eligibility. the federal giovernment agreed to share 5O per

cent of all costs. Generar assistance is intended to cover

ind j-viduals basic requirements ( such as f ood, shelter,
clothing, utitities, etc. ),' prescribed specia]- needs; traveJ_

and transportation; funerals; health care services; and

prescribed welfare services (such as rehabilitation,
counselLing and daycare services) .ú

Under the welfare services portion of part one,

eligibility is again based on a needs test or on the basis of
likelihood of need if the services are not provided. The

federar government shares 50 percent of increased costs of
welfare services after the L964-65 fiscal year. The coverage

of the werfare services portion is essentially similar to the

prescribed welfare services part of the generaJ- assistance

portion. ó5

The second part of CAP covers aboriginal wel-fare. Under

this section, the federal government could make special

contributions to provinces agreeing to extend their welfare

programs to cover status Indians on reservations or living in
native communities. A special formula is designed for the

cost-sharing to incorporate the federal governmentrs statutory
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obJ-igations under the rndian Act and the fact that provinces
that assumed this responsibility wourd incur higher
expenditures for welfare.ft

Finally, part three of cAp refers to special work-activity
projects for people who, for one reason or another, have

difficurty obtaining and holding employment. Erigibirity is
once again based on a needs test to determine those individuals
who have a problem getting a job. costs are shared on a 50

50 basis with coverag:e extended to projects providing technicar
or vocational training or rehabiritative work-oriented
experience. An important feature, hov/ever, is that a province
can not deny assj-stance, as covered under part one of cAp, to
someone who refuses to participate in such a project.

After its introduction in 1-966, the Canada Assistance plan

was implemented relativery srnoothry. By August j.967, alr
provinces except Quebec had entered into direct cost-sharing
agreements under part one of the pl_an. euebec took advantage

of the optj-ng-out provisions of the Estabtished programs

(rnterim Arrangements Act, l-965) and chose to receive a four
per cent income tax abatement instead of the conditionar
qrants. rt shourd be noted however, that although financed

differentÌy, Quebec still carries out the same provisions in
the cost-sharing arrangements as do alr- other provinces.ó?
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i,Iith the signing of agreements under part one of cAP, at

least one of CAP's main objectives that being a more

comprehensive assistance program aimed at needy Canadians - has

been met. Many provinces began to abolish their categorical aid

programs and consolidate them under one a1l-encompassing p1an.

Meanwhile, the federal government also carried out a withdrawal

from the cost-shared categorical- programs so that by ten years

af ter CAP's introduction, spending on these programs r¡/as a

minute fraction of what had been in the pre-CAP period.68

What has the implementation of the Canada Assistance PIan

meant for the working poor in Canada? As stated, the plan

allows for programs that provide assistance to those rrin need

or likelihood of need'r. This would inply that if a province

deems the working poor to be in need of assistance, it could

establish a program to assist them that would be cost-shareable

under cÀP.

The working poor are generally not eligible to apply for

welfare. This is partly a result of relatively low liquid asset

exemptions that are currently in federal legislation. For a

welfare program to be cost-shareable under CAP, recipients are

not allowed to have more than a few thousand dollars in liquid

assets. Liquid assets are defined as being all assets readily

converted into cash or equivalents. other financial resources

exempted include the cash surrender value of a life insurance
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policy to a maximum of $2,000, equity in the home in which the

individual resides, and inventory and eqìJipment essential to
carrying on a viable farming or business operation.óe In Lggz,

Manj-toba raised its liquid asset exemption from $4oO to gr,OOo

for the fírst person in the farnily, and the family maxirnum hras

set at $3r000. For persons with disabilities, the maximum was

raised from $400 to $2rO0O for the first person in the fanily,
with a f arnily rnaximum of $4 , ooo .70 Most working poor

individuals would have liquid asset holdings of more than

$trOOO. Even those who do not, however, would probably earn

more than the monthly allowable lirnit which is set extremely

low in most provinces.

Sinply because the working poor are not eligible for
welfare payments does not mean that CAP legislation excludes

them from any type of income support. Currentfy, the working

poor for the most part do receive social services from the

province in which they live. Such services include day care for
children, home rnaking or home support for the eJ-derly or

disabled, rehabilitation, and other services provided by the

departments of chil-d and farnily services. These social services

are cost-shared under CAP provided the recipients qualify under

an income-test. Às such, the Canada Assistance PIan operates

under two different principles to determine eligibility a

needs-test for income support and an income-test for social

services.
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Àn income-test is more simple and straight-forward than a

needs test. Provinces set linits on the amount of income a

farnily or individual can have and still receive subsidized

services. These services are cost-shared by the federal
government provided the provincial income limits are no higher

than the liroits set by Ottawa. For examÞle, the federal income

linit for one individual as of March l-991 r¡ras $14,388. The

linit for a farnily consisting of one adult and one child v/as

$28,776. In practice, Do province has limits as high as the

federal limits.

If provinces provide social services to the working poor

which are cost-shared under CAP, why do they not provide direct
income assistance as well? The answer resides Ín the ambiguous

language found in the CAP legislation in terms of the

definition of need which has been interpreted to mean that
funding cannot be extended to programs that rely upon an

income-test to determine eligibility. The only exception to

this interpretation occurs for the aforementj-oned social

services. This point j-s made in the 1988 report of the Ontario

Social Assistance Review Corunittee which states that for CAP

cost-sharing purposes, eligibility must be determined on the

basis of a needs test. As the committee pointed out, some other

mechanism must be found to permit cost-sharing in this crucial
area. They advocated the implementation of a speciaL new fiscal
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arrangement in order to ensure cost-sharing for income-tested

income supplementation programs.Tl

Alternatively, a hray could be found to transfer i-ncome to
the working poor through the existing needs-test provisions.

The canada Assistance pran enbodies the principte that sociar

assistance should be made available on the basis of a test that
looks not onry at a persons income, but arso at the reration
beÈween resources and budgetary requj-rements.72 rf a province

l-ike Manitoba v/ere to estabrish a def inition of budgetary

requirement as being in l-ine with the current poverty rine,
large numbers of the working poor who fal-l below this l-ever

wourd end up as being in rrneedrr - at least as far as the canada

Assistance PIan is concerned. A program could then be

established that would be cost-sharable under CAp.

Àgain, what is required here is the political will to
define those who work, yet have inadequate incomes, âS being

needy. rn part, this politicat will comes from a recognition of
the need for income support of the working poor. How big of a

probrem is poverty amongst the workforce of Manitoba? The next

section of this study shall address this very question in an

analysis of income data for Manitobans in l_990.
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CEÀPTER TEn,EE

III 8TÀTI8TTCAL SURVEY OF WORXI}¡G POOR IN I{ÀNITOBA

Past studies of the working poor in Canada have identified
this group according to their income revels, â9ê, maritar
status, and occupations.T3 rn this section, w€ sharr offer a

statisticar survey of the working poor in Manitoba, both in
farnily groups and as individuars. Most of the income data in
this study comes frorn the statistics canada pubJ_icat j_on

serected rncome statistics: The Nation t-991 which uses t-990

census data. Exceptions to this are noted in the text.

The Low rncome Measure (LrM) used to identify the working

and non-working poor is taken frorn statistics canada, which

bases its cut-off as being one-half the rnedian adjusted farnily
unit incorne. corresponding to the year of the data, the row

income measures are taken for 1990, and. they vary depending

upon the size of the farniry unit in question. For the purposes

of our study, two different measures are used. For an

individual adult, the low income measure cut-off is $tt,S:A.
The income groups in our data, however, are onl-y available in
increments of $5ooo, so we therefore round.ed the cut-off fever
down to $10, o00 for an individuat aduIt. Lj-kewise, the row

income measure for a three person farni]-y (two adults and one

child, or one adult and two children) according to statistics
canada is $2o,L25. we have rounded this figure down to g2o,ooo.
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.A.s such, the nurnbers and percentages of low income individuals
and families in our study will slightly underestirnate the total
popuration in these groups. The statisticar error wirr
obviously be Ìarger for individual-s than for families.

rt must be noted that the definition of the poverty rine
is not a sinp]-e exercise. rt is a contentious issue which is
cl-ouded by a number of different definitions. The Low rncome

Measure v/e are using is very similar to the Canadj-an Council on

social Development's poverty rine. The ccsD poverty lines are

motivated by the idea that poverty is a rerative concept.

According to this perspective, househords with l_ess than harf
the average incorne of others in the community are rerativery
deprived and therefore poor.Ta

This contrasts to Statistics Canada's Low Income Cut-offs
(Lrco) which calculates poverty based upon the basic needs of
a household. LICO measures are calculated using Statistics
canada's Familv Expenditure survev. The first step is to
estimate the percentage of gross income spent by the average

canadian household on food, cì-othing and shel-ter. since poor

households are observed to spend a greater proportion of their
income on basic necessities than non-poor househords, those

spending substantiarry more than the nationar average are

defined as being in poverty. The income rever at which

different sized households spend 58.52 of their gross incone on
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essentials is then defined as the }ow-income cut-off.75 The

ccsD and statistics canada Lrco poverty lines are actually very

similar for single individual households. The gap between thern

qrov¡s wider, however, as the size of the household increases.

There are of course other poverty lines which have been

contemplated as the measure of poverty in canada. Based upon a

L992 report by Christopher Sarl-o publ-ished by the Fraser

Institute, the House of Commons subcommittee on poverty,

chaired by Tory MP Barbara Greene, attempted to recalcurate the

line on the grounds that the statistics canada line was much

too high. The subcommittee contended the present calculation
allowed far too many people to be counted as poorr. perhaps as

much as half of the then 4.2 nirrion persons considered to be

living in poverty. Their proposed definition was based upon a

frbasic needs budget" which included food, shelter, clothing,
transportation, and other necessities. The resul-t was to reduce

the poverty line by as much as one-third to one-half of the

Lrco line. Receiving tremendous criticisn by opposition parties
and anti-poverty organizations alike, the subcommittee,s report
!.ras boycotted by opposition MPrs and the final product s/as

produced and publicized by conservative party backbenchers

al-one. With the subsequent defeat of the Mulroney government,

this report was never acted upon and is not part of Liberal
government policy.
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we shall- begin our analysis be examining the situation of
low incone families in Manitoba. The following chart shows the
number of row income fanilies based upon their total- income,

and the percentage this group cornprises of the total number of
farnil-ies in each family type. A fanily's totaL income incl-udes

all employment income prus any government transfers. These

figures, therefore, show the total nurnber of poor, three-person
familj-es in Manitoba, regardl-ess whether they are working or
not.

TÀBLE 1

Number and Percentage of Low Income, Three-Þerson

Farnilies by Family Tvpe - Manitoba, 1990

Familv Tvpe

All Families

Husband-f,lif e
Families

MaIe Lone Parent
Families

Fema1e Lone Parent
Families

Number

52,380

34 , g6O

Lt960

1-5 | 445

Percent of Total

18å

I4

28

64

Therefore, for all three-person farniries, 52 l3go could be

cl-assified as low income, comprising 18å of alr three-person
faniries. Fanrilies having both spouses living in the home had

the rowest incidence of poverty as onì-y L z of these fanily
types v/ere low j-ncome. The highest incidence of poverty ferl in
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the femare lone parent category as 642 of these families had

total farnily incomes below g2O,ooo.

when examining the incidence of poverty among the totat
population based upon total income, the results are very

simil-ar. The low income cut-off for individuar adul-ts aged t_5

and above is again $l-0r000. These resul-ts are shown in Table 2

TÀBLE 2

Low Income Population 15 Years and Over

by Sex and Total fncome

Manitoba, 1990

Gender

Both Sexes

Mal-es

Females

Number

245 t53O

92 ,1-35

153,390

Percent of Total

322

24

40

rn 1990, 322 of individuars L5 years or older had income

below $1-0,000. only 242 of al-l nares suffered from low incomes

compared to 4oZ of al-1 femal-es. Therefore, women were nearly
twice as rikel-y as men to be poor. This data can be further
broken down by age. Table 3 illustrates the total number of
individuals by age group and their incidence of poverty.
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TÀBIJE 3

Low Incorne Population t-5 years and Over by Sex

and Aqe Groups - Manitoba, l-99o

Mal-es

Àge Group

TotaI
15-l-9
20-24
25-34
35-44
45-54

FemaÌes

Age Group

Total
1-5-1_9
20-24
25-34
35-44
45-54

Number

92 ,1,35
25 | 855
L6 ,635
14 ,285
9r330
6,810

Number

153,390
24 t245
19,355
26 , O]-5
2O,37O
L4,475

Percent of Total

242
91-
44
l_6
T2
13

Percent of Total

402
92
53
32
27
30

Those most susceptible to Ìow incomes are v/omen and youth.
while only 242 of all males had row incomes, 9Lz of those aged

15-L9 and 44å of those 20-24 ferl below the row income cut-off.
The incidence of poverty drops, hov/ever, as men gror¡/ older as

those in the 25-s4 age group are considerabry ress likely to be

poor. Young women are in a far v/orse situation, as 922 of l-5-l-9

year ords and 53å of 20-24 year ords suffer from low incomes.

The situation does not improve as much for women as they gro\¡/

ol-der as it does for men. Approxinately 30? of women aged 2s-54
are poor. This figure is twice as high as the corresponding
rate for sinilarly aged men.
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The groups lJe have just exarnined are not exclusively those

of the working poor. These figure are based upon totar income

which includes both earned and unearned income. while these

individuats and farnilies living in poverty may have earned

money from working, they arso may have received their income

from government transfer programs. our definition of the
working poor incl-udes any individual- who receives any part of
their total income from emproyment earnings. while these
individuals may receive some income in government transfers as

werr, the rerativery row allowabl-e earning and asset level-s
provided for in Manitoba's social assistance legislation wil-I
ensure that the overwhel-rning majority of the working poor

population will not be receiving welfare assistance. The next
two tables examine the working poor excl_usivery. The first
illustrates the incidence of poverty among those earning wages

and sararies. This data shows the nurnber of persons receiving
ress than the row income cut-off of $1o,ooo fromvrage or sarary
income.

TÀBLE 4

Low Income Population l-5 years and Over bv Sex

Earning Waqes/Salaries - Manitoba, l_990

Gender

Both Sexes

Males

Females

Number

1_55, 945

64 ,2gO

9L,665

Percent of Total

30å

242

372
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The totar number of individuals below the Iow income

measure was 155 t945, 3oz of the totar r¡iage earning pubric. The

percentage of wage earning males tiving in poverty \Â/as 242

while for femares i-t was 372. The results are quite simil_ar if
we examine the poputation earning enployment income. This
defÍnition of income incrudes not onry wages and salaries, but
also seì-f-employment income from those who ov/n a business or
operate a farm. These resul-ts are shown in Tabl_e 5.

TÀBLE 5

Low fncome Population l_5 years and Over bv Sex
Earninq Emþlo\¡ment Income - Manitoba, 1990

Gender

Both Sexes

Males

Females

Number

l_88, O5O

82 | 690

1_05,360

Percent of Total_

322

26

39

one very probrematic conseçßrence of using income data to
define the working and non-working poor is that it rnay tend to
overestimate the total- number of those who live in poverty;
specificalry among those in the younger age categories. The

originat source of the statistics canada data we have used is
the individual- tax returns of Manitobans. These returns show

the amount of income each person reports, but not whether this
incone is his or her sore means of support. For exampre, a high
school- or university student may have a part-time or summer job
which earns hin or her a few thousand dolrars per year. The
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student's parents, however, [ây earn considerabry more than the
l-ow income measure for poverty and be abre to afford to support
the student in a very comfortabre rifestyre. Therefore, whire
the data above rnight include such students among the ranks of
the working poor, he or she might be enjoying a far frorn
irnpoverished standard of riving. such facts have caused the
Fraser rnstitute to question the row income data published by

Statistics Canada and encouraged recent debate into redefining
the poverty Iine.

Are such concerns valid? rn order to deterrnine to what
extent poverty figures are infl-ated for younger age groups, wê

need to examine the statistics regarding the number of full_ and

part tirne students between the ages of 15 and 24, enrol_l_ed in
high school, university and community colJ_ege in Manitoba.
Table 6 illustrates this data.7ó

TABLE 6

Number of fndividual_s Enrolled in

Hiqh School, Community Colleqe, and

University - Manitoba. 1990-

Institution
High School- (Gr. t-0)

(Gr. l-1)
.Fã¿åÎ,

Community College

University

EnroÌlment

16,075
L4,726
16,611
47 ,4I2

40,952

19 , O57

1O7 t42LTotal
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Therefore, ro7,421 individuals were enrolled in secondary

or post-secondary education in Manitoba in 1990. However, there
r,¡ere ]-29 , L4s individuals between the ages of 15 and 24 in
Manitoba in t-990. Therefore, approximatery 22,ooo young men and.

lromen between these ages were not in schoor, about L7z of the
totar demographic group. Given the assumption that most of the
people in this group would be working for row wages if they
worked at arl - this wourd put the true poverty incidence for
the l-5-24 age group at about L7z; a figure in l-ine with that of
the other age groups in table 3.

The assumption being made by those who wouÌd have us

remove the student population from poverty figures is that no

student rives an impoverished rifestyle. Even if there are
those who do subsist on little income, they are doing so in the
expectation or higher future incomes. hlhile this may have been

true in the past, v/hen post-secondary education hras rnainly the
domain of the el-ite, it is no longer the case. More students
than ever are forced to work J-ong hours in part-time jobs just
to be able to afford their education. Like the rest of society,
the student popuration is also aging. More and more men and

$/omen in their late zo's and even 3o's and 4ors are dropping
back into post-secondary institutions in order to retrain and

obtain advanced skills for an increasingry competitive job
market. Many of these individuars are working peopre with
faniries to support. The enrollment figures quoted in table 6
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include some students who are order than 24 years. As it is not
possibre to obtain data adjusted for these individuals, we have

undoubtedly overestimated the actual student population between

15 and 24. As such, it is likely that the true incidence of
poverty for this demographic group is higher than L7Z.

Having examined the incidence of poverty among working

Manitobans, it is helpfur that we should discuss some of the
factors that contribute to poverty in this group. t{e have

arready seen how one's gender can infruence oners chance of
being poor. Occupation and marital status are also contributing
factors. The next six tables illustrate the effect that
occupation has upon the incidence of poverty.

Data regarding the number and average incomes of persons

empì-oyed in various occupation groups in Manitoba in l-990 is
taken from the Statistics Canada publication Emp1or¡ment Income

bv occupation. Table 7 shows the totar number of persons

emproyed in various occupation groups, as well- as the number of
persons ernployed ful1-time. the occupations with the lowest

percentages of fulI-tine workers fal-r into the crerical,
construction, medicine, service, and sales groups. Arr of these

occupation groups have a lower percentage of fu1l-time workers

than the averag'e f or all occupations.
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TABLE 7

Population 15 Years and Over with

Ernployment fncome, by Occupation Group

Total Nunber - Manitoba, l_990 - Both Sexes

Occupation

A1ì- Occup.

Managerial

Nat. Sciences
Engineering &
Mathematics

Soc. Science

Teaching

Medicine

CIericaI

Sal-es

Service

Farming

Processing

Machining

Fabricating
Àssembling &

Repairing

Construction

Transport
Equip.
Operating

16,835 12 t73O

L4,3I5 7 ,755

27,875 t_5,665

33,605 L6,32O

L0t-805 52 , r3O

52,'l60 26,800

83,21_O 3t,37O

37 | 495 20 ,g3O

1"7,475 6,435

9 ,725 6 ,460

36,1_95 22,79O

32 ,620 13 ,54O

Total
Total E¡rployed å Emploved
Emploved Full-Tine Full-Time

583,400 308,205 532

56,545 43,9L5 78

76

54

56

49

51

51

JÕ

56

56

66

63

42

2l ,3LO 1_2 , 72O 57
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Table 8 and 9 below relate the same information for males

and females respectively.

TABLE 8

Population 15 years and Over with

Emplovment Income. bv Occupation Group

Total Nurnber - Manitoba , L990 - Males

occupation

AtI Occup.

Managerial

Nat. Sciences
Engineering &

Mathenatics

Soc. Science

Teaching

Medicine

Clerical-

SaLes

Service

Farming

Processing

Machining
Fabricating
Assenbling &

Repairing

Construction

Transport
Equip.
Operating

Total-
Emploved

3l_5 , 53 5

36,32O

14, 065

5,310

9 t9I5

6 ,295

2I ,92O

28 ,665

33 ,255

28 | 665

8,260

9 t260

27,92O

32 ,21,O

Total
Employed
Fu11-Time

l.89 ,21,5

29 ,7 45

l-org30

3 ,495
'7 , 065

4,L75

12 ,59O

18,170

L6 ,27 O

l_6, 505

4,960

6, l_90

18, 650

L3 ,245

? Enployed
FulI-Time

602

82

78

66

7L

66

57

63

49

58

60

67

67

4L

L9 t7L5 l_t- , 63 0 59
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For males, the occupations with the lowest percentages of
fu11-time workers are service, crericar, and construction.
Full-time work in the construction industry is obviousry
linited due to the seasonar nature of such work. This
explanation does not hold for jobs j-n the service industries or
for crericar positions. These jobs, however, tend to farl in
the narginar rabour market, where one of the characteristics
identified with this market is the part-time emproyment.

Table 9 illustrates the situation with female workers. As

the data shows, f emaì-es are much more rikely to be ernproyed

onry part-time than mares. For all occupation groups, only 442

of women work fuIl-time compared to 60z of men. This phenornena

is not restricted to only a few occupations, as in every group,
women have a rower percentage of full-time participation than
do men. Again, the results are most dramatic in the sares,
service, construction, and. transport industries where

approximately one-third of vromen work ful_r-tirne. women enjoy a

slightly higher than average fuI1-time participation rate in
the clerical occupation field, but the rate is stilÌ relatively
1ow. rt is only in the managerial and natural sciences fiel-ds
where full-time work becomes the norm for women.
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ÎÀBLE 9

Emplovment Incorne. by occupation Group

Total Number - Manitoba. 1990 _ Females

Occupat j_on

ÀJ-I Occup.

Managerial

Nat. Sciences
Engineering &
Mathematics

Soc. Science

Teaching

Medicine

ClericaI

SaIes

Service

Farming

Processing

Machining
Fabricating
Assenbling &
Repairing

Construction

Transport
Equip.
Operating

Total
Tota1 Emploved
Emploved FulI-Time

267 t865 118/990

20,22O L4,L65

2 ,77 O 1, g0o

9,005 4,260

L7 ,965 g,600

27 ,325 12,L4O

79 tgg5 39,54O

24,Ogo 9,635

49,955 l-5, t_oo

8 ,g2O 4,42O

3,2L5 L,47O

460 28O

8,265

870

4,L3O

295

l-, 595

å Employed
Fu11-Tine

442

70

65

47

48

44

49

36

30

50

46

61

50

34

The significance of these resul_ts

the fact that part-time work is a

490 31

to the workì_ng poor lies
contributing factor to1n
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poverty among this group. Those who work only part-tirne are

much more likely to suffer from insufficient incomes than those

who hold full-time jobs. Furthermore, wê have seen how the

existing werfare programs do not adequately cover those who

work, and legisrative regulations such as rninimum wages are of
litt1e help to those who are employed only part-time.

The distribution of part-time work amongst occupation

groups is also a matter of concern. Às we have seen, part-time
jobs are nuch more conmon in fields that dominate the marginal

labour market. clerical work, jobs in retail sales or service

industries, and unskirled construction and factory work not

only ernploy more part-time workers, but these jobs arso tend to
pay less, have irregular working hours, poorer working

conditions, and offer considerably less generous benefits than

permanent positions in professional or skil-led trades

occupations. The overwheJ-ming concentration of the working poor

in these industries - especialry female mernbers of the working

poor is established when we examine the average incomes of
workers in the various occupation groups.

Tables L0 through 12

average employment income of

wel-I as the percentage each

is of the average income for

relate information regarding the

t¡orkers in each of these fields as

occupation group's average income

all occupations. Tabl-e t-0 presents
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data for both sexes, with tabl-es l-l- and 12 showing the

situation for males and females respectively.

TABLE 10

Population 15 Years and Over with
Emnlovment Income, by Occupation Group

Average Income - Manitoba, l-990 - Both Sexes

Occupation

Àll- Occup.

Managerial

Nat. Sciences
Engineering &

Mathematics

Soc. Science

Teaching

Medicine

ClericaI

Sales

Service

Farming

Processing

Machining

Fabricating
Assenbling &

Repairing

Construction

Transport
Equip.
Operating

Tota1 FuII-Tirne
Avq. Income Avg. Income

FuIl-Time Income
As å of AII
Occupation Avq.

100?

]-37

131

130

L32

]-24

78

95

76

55

6-öt

91

(f (t

106

ç2t,257

36,254

33 ,647

24,288

28,39L

27,829

l.6,737

t-8,8t_0

12,83O

L2,9O2

20,530

25,265

2L | 6L5

22,584

ç29 ,607

40 ,487

38 ,9L7

38,591_

39 | 1_L7

36 t828

23 , O53

28 ,1,54

22,569

16 t26r

25 t826

28 t593

26 ,098

31, ,517

26 tL46 33,27L tL2
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The second column of table 10 is the average incone of all

workers in the respective industries. Às \¡Ie see, the average

emplolrment income for all occupations is ç2),,257 . The lowest

paid fields are clerical, sales, service, and farming; aII of

which pay salaries considerably lower than ç2L,257. The third

column shows the average incomes of atl full-tine workers in

these occupation groups. The average full-tiine wage for all

occupations is ç29t6o7. The last column in table l-o shows the

percentage that each industry's full-tirne average income

comprises of the fulÌ-time aII occupations average income.

Therefore, the clerical- group's full-time average income is

Ç23,053, which is 782 of the overal-I full-tirne average of

ç29,607. frle should note that every occupation group/s full-tirne

average income is above the $20,000 poverty threshold for a

fanily of three, with the exception of farrning. These figures

are only averages though, and some individuals wiÌ1 have

incomes below this threshold. Another consideration of course

is that since in the lower paid industries, part-time work

predominates, not many workers will come near receiving the

full-tine averaqe income.
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TÀBIJE 11

Population 15 Years and Over with

Employment Income, by Occupation Group

Average Income - Manitoba, 1990 - Males

Fu11-Tirne
occupation

AIl Occup.

Managerial

Nat. Scíences
Engineering &

Mathematics

Soc. Science

Teaching

Medicine

Clerical

Sales

Service

Farming

Processing

Machining

Fabricating
Assembling &

Repairing

Construction

Transport
Equip.
operating

TotaI
AvcI. Income Avct. fncome

FuIl-Tirne Income
As å of AII
Occupation Avq.

100å

t-5 3

136

L7L

150

L97

94

108

96

60

95

98

95

]-07

ç25,79]-

4L t 68r

35,473

38,618

37,25O

5l-, 600

20,22O

24 ,6L2

L8,243

l_3,900

23 ,271,

25 ,67 O

24 , 066

22 ,8O7

33,509

45 | 169

40 t298

50, 666

44,286

58 , L97

27,724

32,07O

28 ,5O7

L7 ,636

28 ,2L2

28,959

28 , 094

31",67 6

27,L66 33,8l.7 LL4
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TABLE 12

Population 15 Years and Over wi-th

Employment Income. by Occupation Group

Averaqe Income - Manitoba. 1990 - Females

Total- Full-Tine
Avg. ïncome Avg. fnconeOccupation

AII Occup.

Managerial

Nat. Sciences
Engineering &

Mathematics

Soc. Science

Teaching

Medicine

Clerical

Sal-es

Service

Farming

Processing

Machining

Fabricating
Assembling &

Repairing

Construction

Transport
Equip.
Operating

$15,91-6

26 ,5O3

24,369

L9,96l.

23 ,498

22,363

L5 t772

1l-, 906

9 t227

9 ,457

L3,479

L7,]-34

13,338

14 | 482

$23,403

30,655

30, 539

28,678

34,869

29 | 479

2].,566

19,915

L6,L72

l_l- , l-3 o

1,7,792

20 ,528

1-7,O77

24 | 4O8

FuIl-Tiure Income
As å of AII
Occupation Avg.

r-002

131

l_3 0

L23

L49

L26

92

85

69

48

76

öö

73

l-04

t-3 | 541- 20,3]-1- 87
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Tables l-l- and 1-2 show the resuLts of average income

comparisons for males and females in Manitoba. In every

occupation field, men enjoy higher employment incomes than do

e¡omen. The overall average male full-tirne incorne is $33 r 509

conpared to ç23t4O3 for females. Even in the poorer paid

occupations (clerical, sales, service, processing) the male

fuII-time \^/ages are much closer to the average htage than are

the female $/agies. The exception to this situation is the

farrning industry where males earn only 602 of the full-time

average income. These figrures, hot,rever, include only employment

income and do not take any government transfer payments to

farmers into account.

The result of this disparity in income distribution

between men and women is that in many occupation groups, fernale

full-tirne incomes are lower than the low income measure of

Ç2O,000. The results are even more dramatic if one examines the

averages for all female workers - both full- and part-time. Men,

on the other hand, tend to have averaqe incomes above this

threshold. This numbers tend to corroborate our findings

regarding poverty incidence among males and females.

We have seen the effect that one's occupation can have

upon the incidence of part-tine work and subsequent poverty

amongst working Manitobans. Another factor that may contribute

to the incidence of poverty amonqst this group - specifically
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through its effect upon the ability of women to accept fuII-

time work is the marital status of the individual. Table 13

illustrates the nurnber and average income of all individuals

t¡ith employment income, differentiated by marital status and

gender. Figures are shown for all full and part-tirne workers as

well as f or just full-tirne employees.

TABLE 13

Population l-5 Years and over with

Emplovment fncome, by Sex and Marital Status

Number and Averaqe Employment Income - Manitoba. l-990

Both Sexes

Futl-Tirne FuIl-lirne Full-Tine
Marital Total Avq. Total Avg. l.Iorked
Status Number Income Number Income Percent

Total 563,400 ç2L t257 308,205 ç29 t 607 552

Married 375t285 24,81-3 225,480 3Lt443 60

Single 1-60,260 L2,664 56,O75 22 '7I8 35

Separated 1-4, 550 23 ,735 867 O 29 | 56 0 60

Widowed l-0,615 16,8L4 4275 24 t5O3 40

Divorced 22,685 23,630 l-3 ,7LO 29,2L6 60

Non-Married
Total 198,556 t9 t21-1- 82730 26 ,499 42



MaIes

Marital lotal
Status Number

Tota1 3l-5,530

Married 2O3,92O

Single 92,875

Separated 6,780

Widowed 2,39O

Divorced 9,565

Non-Married
Total 1l-l-, 6l-0

Females

Marital Total
Status Number

Total 267 t87O

Married L7I,365

Single 67 ,38O

Separated 7 ,780

I^Iidowed I ,22O

Divorced t3,L2O

Non-Married
Tota1 96,500

84

Avg.
Income

ç25,791-

3]-,394

L3 t278

28,779

22 ,4L3

26,567

22 ,7 59

FuLl-Tine
TotaI
Number

]-89 ,2r5

L44 ,87 O

33,180

4,2OO

1, l-90

5,780 3

44,35O

FuIl-Tine
Avg.
Income

$33 , 5O9

35,92L

23 , 073

34 ,494

30,904

2,796

30,3]-7

FuI1-Time FuIl-Time
Avcr. Tota1 Avq.
Income Number Income

$15, 9.16 118,990 23 ,4O3

L6,981 80,61-0 23 ,395

1l-, 816 22 ,895 22 ,2O5

1,9,34r 4,475 24,927

l-5, 185 3 r 080 22 t O3'l

21,49O '7 ,93O 26 ,607

1,6,958 38,380 23 ,944

Fu11-Time
I.Iorked
Percent

60

71,

36

62

50

60

40

Full-Tirne
Worked
Percent

449"

47

34

58

37

60

40

Table 13 presents information for males, females, and both

Sexes combined in the following categories. Column one shows

the total number of persons of each narital status type. the
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second colunn presents the average income (fu1l- and part-time)

of these individuals. Colurnn three shows the number of persons

working fuIl-time, while the fourth column indicates these

individuals' average income. FinalJ-y, the last column

illustrates the percentage the individuals of each marital type

who worked full-tine. The results of this examination support

the conclusions already drawn as to the incidence of poverty

amongst employed Manitobans. In every case, females earn an

average income lower than that of their male counterparts. the

full- and part-tine average income of females generally hovers

at or below the threshold level of $20,000, whil-e the full-tine

average income levels are not much higher than this cut-off.

None of these resul-ts should be surprising as they are mirrored

in our earlier results.

The most noticeable income disparity when examined by

marital type occurs between single and married individuals. The

rrsinglert category ref ers to persons who have never been

married. For single persons, both sexes combined, the average

ful1 or part-time income is only çL2,664, while the fu1l-time

average is $22,7t8. Furthermore, only 35? of these individuals

worked ful-l-tirne. The figures are very similar when men and

women are examined separately; with women faring slightly

r.¡orse. Married individuals, on the other hand, enjoy the

highest average incomes of nearly any category, as well as the

highest percentage of fulL-tine workers.
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More surprising results are found in the statistics for

f emales. Married !.Jomen do not have the highest average full-

tine employment income, âS both separated women (ç24 '927) and

divorced v¡omen (ç26,607) enjoy higher incomes than married

tromen ($Z¡,395). These statistics are directly contradictory to

reasons put forth by the conservative right for the

rrfeminization of povertyrr. Research supported by the

conservative governments in both Canada and the United States

tras pinned the cause for increasing female poverty in society

upon rnarital dj-ssolution and the rise of f emal-e-headed

trouseholds.T Our data, however, refutes this hypothesis as

divorced and separated women are doing better than their male

counterparts. As evidenced in table L, however, 642 of al-I

female lone-parent farnilies live in poverty and are alrnost

fi-fteen tines more likely to l-ive bel-ow the poverty line than

are male lone-parent families. How can this apparent

contradiction exist?

First of aII, just because there are a large number of

female lone-parent families living in poverty does not mean

that they are a result of marital dissol-ution. Some single

females who have never married rnay be part of this group. When

an urunarried couple has a chiLd and subsequentl-y separates, the

child is much more likely to stay with the mother than the

father. To the extent that the father is unwilling or unable to
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pay child support, this fanily is likely to end up amongst the

hrorking poor.

It is also much too simplistic to suggest that divorce is

the on]y, oF even the principle, cause of the feminization of

poverty. The economic status of women is affected by many

interrelated social and economic institutions; the fanily, the

labour rnarket, and the social welfare systern being only three

of them. Changes in fanily structure, the inferior labour

market status of women, and changes in social welfare policy

have all conLributed to the growth and persistence of poverty

among ttomen and their children. We have already discussed how

the social welfare system has provided an inadequate response

to the problems facing working poor r¡Iomen. How then does t'he

labour market affect poverty amongst working women?

Tabl-es 9 and t-2 illustrate the high concentration of women

into the service, clerical and sales occupation categories in

Manitoba and the high degree of part-time v/ork and loi^I pay that

working in these fields entails. This situation is knor¡¡n in the

literature as occupational segregation and is criticized as

being the primary reason for the vrage gap between men and

women, and subsequent high rates of female poverty. The

najority of women remain enployed in low paying rrvloments jobstt

of the "pink collar ghetto". These jobs are mainly in retail

sales, Iight assembly, clerical, and other service industry
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rùork - occupations that offer low wages and little opportunity

for advancement. In our analysis of dual labour market theory,

these types of jobs v/ere classified as part of the marginal or

secondary labour market. It is argued that the majority of
ilqromen's jobsrr are in this secondary labour market. Even though

over the years more tnlomen have entered the labour market, most

have entered into the secondary sector where their incomes are

i-nadequate to keep them out of poverty.T8

Before closing of this chapter, it is necessary to

reiterate a few important points and make a few qualifying

statements about our data. It should be remembered that

controversy does exist as to the exact level- at which the

poverty line should be set. The lines v/e have used, however,

are consistent with the Statistics Canada and CCSD lines.

We have used data selected at a specific point in tirne

1990 and therefore the results do not, and cannot show any

change in poverty over time. They also onJ-y show the incidence

of poverty for a given individual at a specific point in his or

her life. We therefore cannot hypothesize about the l-ength of

time one may stay poor throughout one's life. The Lifetirne

Income Hypothesis suggests that one's income may indeed be

Iower at the start of one's career, rise to a peak towards the

end of one's working life, and then decrease again after

retirement, and that this is not necessarily an undesirable

phenomena. To the extent this is true, and given that our data
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only shovrs the income of a given individual at one point in his

or her life, $/e may be overstating the problem of poverty among

younger individuals. Final1y, while hre cannot overemphasize the

extent to which a wage gap exists between males and fernales, it

should be noted that recent evidence shows this gap to be

narrowing ever so slight1y. The reason for this narrowinq of

the gap, however, has more to do with decreasing average male

incomes rather than increasing f emal-e hlages or salaries.

The data that has been presented in this chapter suggrests

that poverty amongst the working population is a considerable

problern in Manitoba. Based upon employment income, close to
one-third of the employed population could be classified as

working poor. While government transfers do help some of the

working population to escape poverty, these transfers are

generally inadequate in their coverage of this population. For

those who do qualify for support, the benefits are generally

not large enougth to be of considerable help. Furthermore, wê

have seen how single individuals, young persons, fenale headed

fanilies, and hlomen in general are most at risk of belonging to

the working poor. It is these groups, because of their presumed

employability, that the existing categorical social- weÌfare

programs tend to exclude. l.Ihat then can be done to assist the

working poor segiment of Man j-toba's population? What types of

reforms to existing allov/ance programs need to be made and what

new approaches should be considered?
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CE.ÀPTER FOT'R

IV ÀI,TERNÀ,TIVE I,ÍE:!EODs OF TNCOIIE ST'PPLEMENIIATION

Having identified in the previous chapter the existence of

a significant poor population in Manitoba, this chapter will

examine alternative policy approaches to bring the greatest

number of working poor above the poverty line. Not only wiII

the theoretical advantages and disadvantages of the various

alternatives be discussed, but more practical considerations

such as expected program costs, and the expected benefit in

terrns of poverty reduction shall al-so be examined.

FoIlowing the theoretical groundwork laid out in the

second chapter, three methods of program delivery will be

evaluated: a guaranteed annual- income delivered through a

negative income tax, targeted tax credits delivered through the

positive income tax system, and the continued and increased use

of universal demogrants. Each will be defined and examined in

turn starting with the universal demogrant approach. The

minimu:n stage or v/age subsidy approach to poverty reduction

amongst the working poor shall not be considered due to the

limitations in effectiveness of this approach that have already

been established.
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4.O UDiversal Demogrant

As defined in chapter two, a universal demogrant entitles
everyone in society to an equal payment, which would constitute
the basic level of support. Any income earned above this level
would be taxed back so that final income would be comprised of

the demogrant plus other incorne after taxes. This is the

simplest forn of a guaranteed income but is also initially the

costliest since it requires advancing funds to both the rich
and poor.

A lirnited form of the universal demogrant has been used in
Canada through the Fanily A1lowance Program and the principle

is still in use in the old Age Security Program. While these

programs could not be considered as ttpur"tt universal demogrants

as everyone in society has not benefitted from them they

are universal to al-l persons who fit into a given category.

That is, all persons who fit into the category deemed worthy of

support do receive the payrnent, regardless of their incorne or

economic circumstances.

l{e have also defined this method of social assistance as

being very similar to the social dividend or credit income tax

(CIT) approach as developed in Great Britain by Lady Juliette
Rhys-Williams. There are two ways in which we could evaluate

this approach to poverty al-leviation. the first would be to
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examine hov¡ programs based on this principle have assisted

working poor and whether they are likely to be as effective in

the future. The second method for evaluation is to examine the

theory behind the rtpurett f orm of the social dividend and

evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of this approach in

comparison to other methods of delivering assistance to the

working poor. Our basis for comparison for the purposes of this
evaluation wil-I be the negative income tax.

The Family Allowance program introduced in L944 operated

on a linited social dividend principl-e in that it advanced a

fl-at-rate palment to all fanil-ies for each child under the age

of sixteen. Initially, this program did help alleviate poverty

among working families with children, but suffered from one

major weakness; the purchasing pov/er of aÌlowances gradually

decreased over time as payments were not indexed to inflation
rates. t{hile lump-sum increases to payments did occur from tj-me

to time, families could not be guaranteed from year to year

that family allowances would cover their increased child-care

expenses. While the Child Tax Benefit program introduced to

replace Fanily Allowances are considered to be an improvement,

they al-so suffer from the failure to fulJ-y index benefits to

the rate of inflation.

The Old Age Security program is also a partial universal

demogrant program that provides a basic i-ncome to all persons
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over the age of 65. Like Farnily Allowances, this program is
categorical in that only a certain group recej-ves benefits. As

such, it is of limited direct benefit to the workíng poor other

than providing a measure of security for these persons once

they reach retirement. The Otd Àge Security Progiram provides

palmrents to alL senior citizens. Those with income above a cut-

off level of $53r21-5, however, will have their payments taxed

back through the income tax systern. [.fhile this provision

appears to follow the social dividend principle of taxi-ng back

payments to rich, in the case of OId Age Security the cut-off
Ievel has not been indexed for inflation. Therefore, the real-
dollar value of this income cut-off may very well- be eroded

over the years. While this may not at present be a concern

since inflation is currently running at less than one percent,

there is no guarantee that this situation will continue

indefinitely.

As !./e can see then, the linited nature of universal

demogrant programs have drastically reduced their effectiveness

in alleviating poverty amongst the working poor. The future of

such programs in Canada also seems tenuous at best. The Farnily

Allowance program has been cancelled and replaced by a tax

credit program. OId Age Security is also j-ncreasingly coming

under fire for the fact thaÈ it provides equal benefits to alL

elderly Canadians, regardless of their income. Some feel the
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future of this program is in jeopardy unless more income-

testing is introduced.

The use of universal benefit programs on a categoricaJ,

basis is therefore not likery to be considered as a way to hel-p

the working poor in Manitoba. t{hat about following a ,,pure,'

social dividend scheme as proposed in the theory of Lady Rhys-

will-ians? I{ould the introduction of such a plan in Manitoba be

a better way to deliver social assistance?

The sociaL dividend, or credit income tax (CIT) scheme, as

devised by Lady Rhys-wirriarns is based upon the principre of
universal provision. This feature separates it fron a negative

income tax program which determines eligribility for benefits on

the basis of a means or income-test. A means test refers to a

scheme whereby a person's income is observed (perhaps through

the tax systen) with any gap between income and the poverty

line being bridged by a government transfer. universal
provision, by contrast, makes a benefit available to rich and

poor alike, regardress of income.Te Both the credit income tax
(crr) and the negative income tax (Nrr) approaches can be

considered to be effective methods of arJ-eviating poverty

provided one defines this objective as being to bring arl
individual's j-ncomes at reast to the poverty rine lever. The

difference between these two - which forms the basis for our
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evaluation of the CIT approach is the efficiency with which

each program meets its objective.

In defining efficiency as the sirnple measure of explicit
costs, ât first glance it is inconclusive as to whether the NIT

or CfT is more efficient. Universal provision entails a cost in
the form of leakage of some of the benefits to the non-poor.

The NIT's use of a means-test minimizes these overpayments, but

is also costly to adrninister since it requires a test of
etigibility for cl-aimants.

Two very common measures of efficiency for these types of
programs are distortive efficiency and adrninistrative
efficiency.E0 Distortive efficiency refers to the degree to
which a program distorts, or interferes with, the work-leisure
decision of the individual. That is to sây, how much work

disincentive is embodied in a CIT versus an NIT transfer pì-an.

Administrative efficiency embraces aIt costs borne by the

private and public agents in compliance with, and enforcement

of, the income-tax-transfer system. These include the costs of
record-keeping, tax withhol-dirg, and the issuance of income

statements to payees and public agencies.8r Administrative
efficiency can be viewed as being a cost-based measure of

efficiency.
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this cost based measure of efficiency $¡as examined by

Tinothy Besley in his 1989 paper which atternpted to ¡nake

precise the trade-off between the costs of means-testing and

the leakage in universal payments. He asked the question: rWhat

is the criticar lever of costs at which means-testing is
preferred to a universar benefit using the same revenue?rE2

Besley's results suggested the superiority of means-testing. He

found the critical- costs of means-testing wourd have to be very

high relative to the leakages from universal provision in order

for universar provision to be preferred. Besley cautioned,

however, that the results were merery suggestive and by no

means conc1usive. s3

on the other hand, Kesserman and Garfinker have argued

that Èhere are strong presurnptive argiuments for favouring the

crr over the Nrr on administrative efficiency grounds. whire

both the crr and the Nrr can offer cost savings compared to the

traditional tax-transfer system, the crr offers added savings

in severar adrninistrative costs: (1) crr credits can be paid

universarry on a periodic basis, through the mail or direct
account deposits, NIT payments can only be nade after
processing initiar applications and periodic income report
forms î (2) Taxes under the crr can be withheld at a flat rate
at source on most types of income r¡/ages and salaries,
benefits, interest and dividends, and public transfer payments

- onl-y persons having rental, self-ernployrnent or capital-gain
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income wourd need to file a tax return; (3) The comprehensive

base of the crr would eliminate all personal non-business
deductions for the taxpayer. The taxpayer deduction wourd have

to be retained under the Nrr because of the varying margj-nal

tax rates. Therefore, siruplified tax pranning and cheaper tax
compliance for individuars, along with lower public costs for
adrninistering the tax-transfer system, tend to favour the crr
over the NIT.s

From a distortive efficiency standpoint, Kesselman and

Garfinkel are far less laudatory of the crr. They find very
small- distort j-ve ef f iciency dif f erences between the tv¡o

systems, the rerative generosity of each program determining
its distortive effect. The greater the benefit revers paid and

the more peopre the program encompasses, the greater wirr be

the work distortive effect. certain types of Nrr programs were

even found to be srightly more efficient than the crr at the
margin for arr but the most generous of programs. rt was found
that more than half the popuration wourd have to be

beneficiaries for the crr to more efficient than a marginal
move towards a fully integrated NIT.85

Theory suggests that the CIT can be a relativeJ-y efficient
method of del-ivering social assistance. I,Ihy then is this
configuration of a universal demogrant not more accepted in
canadian social policy? perhaps the ansvrer lies in the
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political unpopularity of instituting such a system. A

universal payment system would entail a visible transfer of
public funds to the richest, âs weII as the poorest,

individuals in society. In a time of increasing deficits and

the resulting threats to popular health care and education

programs, undertaking such a transfer program wouÌd undoubtedly

be politicalty risky. We have already seen the death of one

universal program in Canada the Family A1Ìowance. It seems

unlikely that Manitoba would move towards a more universal

system of delivering assistance when the latest trend has been

to move in the opposite direction. Considerable intestinal
fortitude on the part of politicians is once again needed to

advance the ideas for reforrn that will- help the working poor.

4.1 îargeted Tax Credits

the second chapter of this study illustrated the number of

provinciaÌ tax credit programs that are indirectly targeted

towards the working poor. Manitoba has quite a few of these

programs, compared to other provinces, but a major problen lies

in their lack of integration. They are by no means

conprehensive in their coverage of the working population and

at best offer only linited relief of poverty. Two of the rnore

comprehensive programs, the Property Tax Credit and Cost of

Living Credit, were found in l-991- by the National Council of

Welfare to offer less than $t,ooo in benefits to the average

family. oÈher categorical programs such as shelter allolsances
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or CRISP paynents can increase this benefit, but generally the

support is only in the range of a few hundred dollars. Just how

effective are these programs in aLleviating poverty?

Surprisingly Iittle study has occurred regarding

Manitoba's existing tax credit schemes. The tast major

government examination of this system took place in the

provincial- budget of l-980 with the release of the f,Ihite Paper

on Tax Credit Reform. The title of this study has, in fact,
been referred to as a misnoner. Much like the HoIy Roman Enpire

was neither holy, nor Roman, nor an empire, the comprehensive

Manitoba white paper on tax credit reform r¡¡as neither
comprehensive, nor a white paper (by the usual definition) nor

exclusively concerned with Manitoba's tax credit programs.8ó

According to the white paper, the prirnary objectives of

the tax credit programs are frto provide assistance to
homeowners and tenants in meeting the costs of school and

property taxation, and to provide extra assistance in relation
to the actual needs of its low-income citizens"sT The overall

focus of the reforms advocated in this white paper r¡/as to
target tax credits more towards those groups in socj-ety the

g:overnment felt vrere most deserving. rn short, the plan was to
make such programs more categorical. Firstly, tax credit
programs would be delivered on the basis of family income

rather than the taxable income of the higher-earning spouse.
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Manitoba would also take atl federal and provinciar income

support palnnents into account for purposes of defining famiJ_y

income. Finally, improved targeting of assistance measures

would be attempted to ensure greater benefits went to retired
persons over the age of 55 0r to low-income farnilies with
children. Manitoba declared its retreat from universality while
at the same time designating its priority target groups.

The targeting principre that !,ras emphasi-zed in the i-9go

white paper hras illustrated in subsequent tax credit poricy
directions. The sherter Arrowance for ElderÌy Renters (SAFER)

program was already in place at the tine of the white paper but
!'/as rinited to senior citizens. The white paper proposed to
extend benefits to retired persons between the ages of 55 and

65, as well as to low-income famj_lies with children. This
change to sAFER was made and in 1991, the shelter Alrowance for
Fanily Renters (SAFFR) lras introduced. The compromise, as Hum

and stevens savr it, was to foster the appearance of a selective
approach whire at the same time broadening the program coverage

Lo include more identifiabre sub-groups.sE ro this d.y, low-
income, childless, non-pensioner renting househords are stirr
ineligible for SAFER or SÀFFR benefits.

The white paper reforms al-so served to make the more

comprehensive tax credit programs l_ess effective as poverty
alreviation techniques. The cost of Living Tax credit before
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the 1980 reforms based its benefits on 32 of personal

exemptions ress Leo of taxabre income. This pran cost each

Manitoba household an average of 987 per year and achieved a 2eo

reduction in the number of househords below the poverty 1ine.

Ttre target efficiency of this pran - the ratio of the average

transfer palment to househords below the poverty line to the
averaçte transfer payment to households above the poverty Iine -
v/as a reratively low figure of only 2.o. The new coLA credit,

after the white paper reforms, based benefits on 3å of personal

exemptions less Lz of net family income. This plan cost each

househol-d less on average ($:g) and had a higher target
efficiency ratio (4.7), but did not affect any reduction in the

number of households bel-ow the poverty 1ine.

Hum and stevens, in their 19go study, cal_culated that by

instituting a coLA tax credit that based benefits on 10? of
personal exemptions less 5eo of net faniry income, the poverty

reduction rate of 22 courd be reinstated. Their pran wourd cost
the average household 9lø per year but would provide the

average household below the poverty rine with two and one-half
times the benefit that the newl-y reformed tax credit would.

Furthermore, their tax credit pran wourd achieve a target
efficiency rate of 12.o, nearly three times the rate of the new

coLA p1an. te
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fn place of the reduced benefit for poor households that
the new cor,A tax credit woutd impose, the white paper proposed

the introduction of the cRrsp program; a categorical transfer
directed to low-income families with children. Introduced in
1981 in the wake of the white paperrs reforms, cRrsp served to
pay a monthry allowance of $30 per child per month to Low-

income qualifying fanities. This program was the final stone in
the building of the new white paper tax credit package. Hum and

stevens have shown that while this package was a consi_derable

improvement over the tax credit systern existing before the
reform, it lags behind the optirnar package that couÌd be buitt
from their reconìltrendati-ons.

The ord package, which included onry the property tax
credit and the ord coLA tax credit, cost an average of g:zz per

trousehold per year. It reduced the number of households below

the poverty rine by t-0? by transferring an average of 9397 per

household per year. The target efficiency ratio for this
package was 1.1. The new white paper package - which included
a net¡ property tax credit, SAFER, pensioner schoor tax
assistance, the ne\^r coLA tax credit, prus cRrsp cost an

average of $547 per household. The poverty reduction rate would

be 16å with an average transfer of gg48 to poor househol_ds. The

target efficiency ratio of this package wourd be t_.9. The

optimar packager âs defined by Hum and stevens, wourd include
the following: the extension of SAFER to all low-income renter
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households, the elimination of the pensioner school tax

assistance program, the COLA tax credit program using LOå of
personar exemptions ress Seo of new famiry income, prus cRrsp.

This plan would cost $552 per househord each year. rt. wourd

achieve an 18? poverty reduction rate by transferring 91,026 on

average to each poor househord. The target efficiency ratio of
this pran would be 2.6.eo These transfer amounts are obviousry

based upon 1980 dorlar values and wourd undoubtedly be larger
in today's values.

The lessons to be learned from exarnining Manitobars tax
credit reform of 1980, and the consequent design of these

programs in the following years, should be quite clear. While

these programs do achieve a modest rate of poverty reduction,
the results are just that, modest. Both the target efficiency
and effectiveness in arreviating poverty are rirnited by the

categorical design of these tax credit programs. Hum and

stevens have shown how by opening up the SAFER and SAFFR

programs to low-income renters of all ages and family types, a

greater degree of poverty reduction can be achieved. In the

absence of a more broadry based assistance plan such as the Nrr

or crr, however, a more generous and comprehensive tax credit
program may be a second best alternative.

The important point, hohrever, is not that targeting
benefits is bad, just that improperry targeted benefits witl- do
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little to reduce overall poverty. Arr inpoverished Manitobans,

both working and non-working, ord and young, families with
chirdren and without, need and deserve support. Benefits must

not be targeted at groups that do not accurately represent all
of those living in poverty in Manitoba.

4.2 Guaranteed ÀnnuaI lDcome - NfT Approach

$ie have arready discussed in the second chapter how a

guaranteed annuar income delivered through a negative income

tax would work in theory. l^Ie have al-so shown that Hum and

Simpson have posited a system that could transfer a guaranteed

benefit that is equal, oE very nearly equal, to the statistics
canada low-income cut-off line. The negative income tax can

therefore be a very effective nethod of ensuring al_r persons

enjoy a standard of living at least as high as the poverty l_ine

- which is our objective for eli¡oinating poverty. The cost that
may have to be paid to rneet this objective is reratively high
tax rates; both positive and negative. The guestion that rnust

be answered is how efficient is a negative income tax as a

social allowance transfer system.

when discussing this efficiency question, we shalr not be

concerned with high tax rates per se, but with their resulting
effect upon the incentive to work. Does guaranteeing
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individuals an income at least equal to the poverty line, while
taxing back additional work j-ncome at reÌativery high marginal

rates, discourage work among row-incorne individuars? standard

economic theory would suggest that such a disincentive woul_d

exist.

I'Ihen a guaranteed income is transferred to individuals,
there are two effects on work response that economists would

identifyr' the substitution effect and the j-ncome effect. As a

resurt of the net v/age or net tax change resurÈing from the
transfer, there is a substitution effect which would serve to
reduce the arnount of work being done. rf the tax birr
associated with undertaking additional work increases as a

result of the guaranteed i-ncome, people wirl substitute more

leisure for income and thus work 1ess. Furthermore, âs the
government transfer increases family income, people will need

to work ress to achieve the standard of living to which they

are accustomed. This is referred to as the income effect. Both

effects in this case serve to reduce the arnount of work an

individual wourd undertake. The overal-l degree of work

reduction wourd of course depend upon the generosity of the
benefit conferred and the severity of the increased tax bill
imposed upon additional work.

Does this theory hol-d when held to experimental analysis,
and if it does hold, what is the exact degree of work reduction
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rJe can expect from a guaranteed annual incone plan? To answer

these questions we turn to the results of five NIT ex¡leriments

conducted across North Àmerica in the late sixties and early
seventies; four in the united states and one in canada.

unfortunateryr !rê have to rely on this somewhat out of date

evidence since no najor Nrr experiments have been carried out

in subsequent years.

The four American experiments were conducted in separate

sites: New Jersey; North carolina/rowar- seattle/Denverr. and

Gary, rndiana. started between the years of l-968 and j-g71- and

running for approximately three years, these studies were the

initiative of the office of Econornic opportunity which the u.s.
congress estabrished to be the vanguard of the antipoverty
movenent.el Each experiment concentrated on row-income

households. The New Jersey, North carolina/rowa and

Seattle/Denver experiments used income cut-off levels of about

150å of the poverty rine, while the cary experirnent adnitted
househords with incomes up to 24oz of the poverty line and

beyond. seattre/Denver was the rargest study with 4rgoo

participants. The others had between Boo and 2, ooo

participants. Each experimental site exarnined a different low-

income household tlpe in a different area of North America. New

Jersey concentrated on inner-city households in an older
industrial area. North carol-ina/rowa examined areas of
widespread rurar poverty. while seattle/Denver rooked at one
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city with considerable employnent instability (Seattle) and

another with greater employment stability (Denver). Finally,
Gary examined African-American ghetto households, particularly
female-headed households . Ð

These experiments tested various configurations of
negative income tax prans; with tax back rates ranging fron 0.3

to o.7, and guaranteed benefit rates ranging from 5oå to )-4oz

of the poverty l-ine. Not all combinations of tax and benefit
rates v¡ere tested as the more generous prans (high benefit, rorr.r

tax rate) vrere typically excluded.e3

The canadian Nrr experiment v/as conducted in Manitoba,

introduced by the schreyer government in the nid-nineteen
seventies. Fo1lowing the introduction of the federal social
security Review, there r./as considerabre interest by

poricymakers in the advantages and dj-sadvantages of the
guaranteed annual income concept. Attention tended to focus on

the possible work disincentive effects of such a plan, and

notice was taken of the recent American experirnents.

The rnost serious interest in testing the guaranteed income

concept appeared in Manitoba as early as ag7L. By March 1973,

the Manitoba grovernment had submitted a proposal for a

guaranteed annual income project for funding to the federal
Department of National Health and welfare. The proposar v/as
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approved and on June 4, 1974, canada and Manitoba signed an

Agreement concerning a Basic Annuar rncome Experiment project
covering cost-sharing arrangements and the respective roles and

responsibilities of the two governments.

The Manitoba Basic Annuar rncome Experiment (Mincome)
rrsought to evaluate in rigorous manner a guaranteed income

program within the broader context of an overall review of the
social- security system".% rt is important to note that in the
view of Premier schreYêr, the guaranteed annual income involved
incone-testing and did not differ at all from a negative income

tax. Furthermore, because this program would substitute for the
Canada Assistance Plan, Mincome rrwould. be established. under the
aegis of the canada Assistance pranr¡es canada agreed to cover
752 of the programrs costs. The proposal submitted by Manitoba
in L973 outlined a cost of some $rz mirrion with an expected
enrollnent of well over LrOO0 participants.

very sirnpry, Mi-ncome, s design involved serect.ing
participants randomry and assigning them to various Nrr
programs for a three year period. Households vJere selected from
three site, I{innipeg, the community of Dauphin, and a nurnber of
smaller rural communities. Since the primary research objective
v¡as work response, the experiments excluded the aged, the
disabred, and the institutionalized from participation.% rn
Ílinnipeg, there $/ere seven different p]-ans, with tax back rates
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of 0.35, 0.5, and 0.7, and guaranteed benefit rates of $3,BOO,

$4r80o, and $5rgo0. fn Dauphin, there was only one plan, with
a tax rate of 0.5 and a benefit leve1 of g3,BOO. The unique

feature of Dauphin, however, was that it served as a

rrsaturation sitert; every resident of Dauphin, regardress of his
or her income, qras eligibre to participate in the guaranteed

annual income progiram. The t{innipeg plans randomry drew their
participants from a popuration that was limited to alr able-

bodied household heads under 58 years of âgê, with househord

incomes of less than g13,ooo for a fanily of four.t For

experinental purposes, a control group which did not receive

income transfers was also established. This results in a total
of nine plans in the design.

To test the efficiency of an Nrr guaranteed income, we can

determine the experimental response from the five North

Àmerican studies described above. We shall attenpt to d.etermine

whether these prans had any effect upon the work behaviour of
their recipients, and if so, by how much. The experirnental

response is sinpry the difference in work effort between

families eligible for cAI payments and those not eligible to
receive payments (the control group).

In concrete terms, these resul-ts illustrate the decline in
labour supply of participants in the GAr experiments. The

decline in labour suppry is measured by the annuar hours worked
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by individuats. Two basic research methods $rere employed,

invorving either non-structurar or structurar moders. Non-

structurar models simply compare the average differences in
hours worked between experirnental and controL groups. Tabre l_

summarizes the results on labour supply response from the four
American experiments and from Mincome. As expected, these

results show that recipients of the guaranteed annual incomes

reduced annual hours worked in each experiment.

TABLE 1.

CHÀNGE TN ÀNNUAL HOURS WORXED FROM GAI EXPERTMENTS
NON.STRUCTIJRAL MODELS

Experinent

Mincome
Nen Jersey
N.C./Iowa
Seattle/Denver
Gary
All US
Experirnents

Husbands [.riives

-2o (l_3) -L5 (3?)
-57 (32) -62 (282)
-93 (sU ) -r_80 (28e")
-L35 (8?) -Lze (2oZ)
-7 6 (52) -l-8 ( 6U )

-6e (62) -7o (Lez)

Si¡rcrle female
Heads

-s6 (så)

-L34(r.3?)
-84 ( 232)

-85 (l_53) eE

For men, the work disincentive is relativery smarl-, about

6z of annual hours for the u.s. and onry Lz for Mincome. For

!{omen the response is larger as hours worked fe1l by L9Z for
wives and L5å for singre femal-e household heads in the u.s..
For Mincome, however, the response is considerabry ress.

The advantage of non-structurar rnodels is their
sinplicity. The resurts are very easy to interpret.
unfortunatery, these resurts are specific to the design of
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progiram that is tested and therefore cannot be appried to
general policy analysis.

structural moders, on the other hand, divide rabour supply

response into two categories: ef f ects measured by r¡rage

(substitution) erasticities, and effects measured by income

elasticities. wage erasticities ilrustrate the percentage

change in hours worked for a t- per cent change in after-tax
wages, income held constant. The income elasticity measures the
percentage change in hours worked from a 1 per cent change in
househord income. Househords participating in the experiurent

receive an income guarantee which substantially increases their
income relative to the control- group. However, they arso nust
pay a tax rate which reduces their after-tax T¡¡age relative to
the contror group. rt is these changes that allow structural
models to estimate the v/age and income erasticities with
experimental data.s Tabre 2 illustrates the results for the

structurar labour suppry models for the Mincorne and u.s.
ex¡reriments.
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TÀBLE 2
CHÀNGE IN ANNUAL HOURS I{ORKED FROM GAT EXPERIMENTS

STRUCTT'RAL MODELS

Substitution
elasticitvExperiment

HUSBÀNDS:
New Jersey
N. C. / Iowa
Seattle/Denver
Gary
All US
Mincome

WIVES:
New Jersey
N.C. /T.owa
Seattle/Denver
Gary
AlI US
Mincorne

SINGLE FEF{ALE HEADS:
New Jersey
N.C. /fowa
Seattle/Denver
Gary
AlI US
Mincone

0. 09
0. 09
0. 09
0. 06
0. 08
0.20

-0. 08
o.2a
0. 14
o.37
o.L7
0

n/a
n/a
o .1_2
0. 14
0. L3
0.40

fncome
elasticity

-0. o2
0

-0. 14
-o. 08
-0. 10
-0. 10

-0.28
o. 01

-o.!2
o.26

-o.26
-0. L0

n/a
n/a

-0. l_5

-o.20
-0. 16
-0. 10100

The hrage and income elasticity estimates are generarly
quite smaIl, consistent with the labour suppJ-y results from

Tabre l-. rncorne estimates are approximately o.l-o for all_ groups

both in the U.S. and for Mincorne. This indicates a 10å increase

in income would reduce annual hours worked by 1å. Substitution
elasticities are arso quite small; the largest being o.40 for
single female household heads for the Mincome experirnent. The

rest for these erasticities hover in the O.i-o to o.2o range,

the rowest values being for mares. This wourd irnply that an

increase in taxes for GÀr recipients that. red.uces after-tax
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h/aqes by 10å v¡ould decrease annual hours worked by r to 22. The

important point is that the rabour suppry effects of guaranteed

annuar income palments are guite smarr; the variation in
response depending upon the gender of the recipient and the

design of the specific program. The rabour supply effects are

definitely smarrer than conventional theory would have

suggested, as these experiments provide sorid evidence that
negative income tax schernes wiII not have associated with them

Iarge work disincentives.

As Hum and sirnpson have so eloquentry summarized in
regards to the rabour supply response generated by Nrr pÌans,
rrfew adverse effects have been found to date. Those adverse

effects found, such as work response, are smaller than wourd

have been expected without experimentation,,l0r The most

surprising erement f ound T¡ras the reratively small work

disincentive discovered for married hromen. While single female

household heads did reduce the totat number of hours worked

quite substantially as evidenced in the non-structural models,

the elasticities for this group shown in the structural model-s

are relatively Iow. This is guite possibry a result of their
working ress hours and for rower pay than married t/omen or men.

Therefore any reduction in hours would show up as a rarge
percentage of total hours worked. As wer1, the increase in
income associated with NIT payments might have been quite
substantial relatíve to their previous income so their income
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elasticity figures would be rerativery row. we must remember

that these studies r¡¡ere conducted in the late 1960ts and. early
to nid L97O,s when vromen faced even greater ernployment and wage

discriminatíon than they do today. rt is not surprising then
that women experienced larger work reductions when granted
guaranteed incomes than did men. Given the j_ncreased rore of
!./omen in the workplace, and the reduction in the v/age gap

between men and women since these ex¡reriments were conducted,

we should expect to find less of a difference between men and

$/omen if a sirnilar experiment was conducted today.

rn past experiments, guaranteed annuar income systems,

whether derivered through a universar demogrant or a negative
income tax scheme, have been found to be very effective and

efficient means of alleviating, and. in fact eriminating poverty
amongst all sub-poverty 1j-ne individual-s in society the
working poor included. More targeted systems, such as tax
credits, have been found here to be less than effective
generalry as a result of their lack of conprehensive coverage.

They tend to confer benefits on too narrohr a base of the
popurationr' aimed as they are at famiries with chirdren and

eJ-derry persons. To truly elininate poverty frorn the ranks of
the groups we have labelred the working poor, a more incrusive
program must be envisioned. Given the political difficulties
with providing universal demogrants to the popuration, the
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system that we find most promising to meet our objective is the
negative income tax system.

CEAPTER FIVE

CONCI¡I'sION

This study has attempted to put forth the argrument that
the working poor population of Manitoba is inadequately served

by the existing social assistance system. rn the first chapter,
we have seen how the current design of both federar and

provinciaJ- social assistance programs are not cornprehensive

enough in their coverage of the working poor, and these
improperly targeted programs miss rarge sub-groups of the
working poor. The second chapter has highlighted the incidence
of poverty amongst almost one-third of the working popuJ-ation

in Manitoba, and the particular probrem faced by the young and

by women - who are often segregated into the row-income, and

low growth potential job market. FinalÌy, in the third. chapter
ste have examined a number of alternative methods for incorne

supprenentation for the working poor, with a concentration on

the guaranteed annual income concept.

[,Ie have shown that
working poor are not

percentages of working

the Statistics Canada

the incorne insufficiencies faced by the

a trivial matter. Relatively large
Manitobans earn incomes that are below

poverty lines; these percentages being
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higher for younger Manitobans and especial_ry hiqh for females.

The data arso suggests that occupational segregation plays a

rore in keeping working peopre in a state of poverty, again
with stomen facing the most serious situation. This thesis has

not addressed the idea of more rnarket-driven remedies for
female poverty. From the resurts presented here, it seems

like]-y that considerable poverty reduction could be achieved

through the introduction of pay equity regislation covering
both the public and private sectors of the economy. currentry,
pay equiÈy in Manitoba onry affects the public sector. I{hire
this is an interesting side-topic of our discussion, it nust be

left f or analysis in other l_ocations.

rn our examination of the alternative methods to
supplernent the incones of the working poor to a revel_ at reast
equar to the poverty line cut-offr wê have found that the most

efficient and effective method to meet the objective may very
well be the introduction of a guaranteed annual income through
a negative income tax scherne. our anarysis has shown that the
one major disadvantage of negative income tax programs - their
associated work disincentive effect has been proven by

experimental evidence to be relatively minor. This is not to
say, however, that over the years, if an Nrr program became an

accepted part of the social security system, that recipients of
income by right rnay not dispray a greater propensity to work

less. rt is difficult to extrapolate the results of a tenporary
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experiment to a per¡nanent program. we can not ignore the fact,
however, that sociar assistance recipients currentry face a

huge disincentive to work; the virtual l_oo? marginar tax rate
irnposed upon their benefits if they accept a paying job. The

degree of work disincentive is directly proportional to the
size of the tax back rate that Nrr recipients face upon

additionar earned income. The chaÌlenge is to devise an Nrr
program that minimizes this rate, while stirr ensuring adequate
benefit levels are paid.

The time has come now to renew the study of a guaranteed
annual incorne. The newly el-ected Liberal- government in ottawa
has called for a re-eng'ineering of the socj-al welfare systern in
canada. Prepared as they are to support provincial programs

that would begin to re-think and eventually overhaul_ the
deJ-ivery of income assi-stance, the Government of Manitoba
should propose a pitot project of the GÀr concept that v¡ord

target benefits towards the working poor. This could be a first
step towards consolidation of existing federal and provincial
programs which heretofore have inadequately covered the working
poor. undoubtedry, cost saving.s wourd be incurred as recipients
of a GAr wourd no ronger require various tax credits or long
term unenployment rnsurance coverage provided that the GÀr was

designed properly to account for family size, and. was

responsive in adjusting for job ross in the niddle of a tax
year.
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A word of caution rnust follow the above discussion. Some

see the introduction of a guaranteed. annual income scheme as an

opportunity to elininate all existing werfare programs and

services currently provided by qovernment. whire definite
savings in werfare outlay wirr certainly foll-ow from a

comprehensive system such as a negative income tax, this does

not mean that these tlpes of programs can be cornpretery

eliminated. Negative income tax paynents are based upon an

individuars previous yearrs income and may be tied to the size
of one's farnily at that point in time. unexpected. exigencies

such as illness or injury or increases in farniì_y size may

reguire additional government support for those earning low

incomes to ensure they survive until- the next negative incone

tax calculation period.

Negative income tax schemes al-so do not address the
question of why individuals suffer from row incomes, they only
serve to correct the end result. rntroducing these plans does

not rnean the need for social services such as subsidized day

care, family counserling, occupational- training and education
(literacy), and substance abuse programs witl- no ronger exist.
continued provinciar funding of these programs, furJ-y cost-
shared by the federal governrnent under the Canada Àssistance

Plan, is required to ensure the cycre of poverty can be broken.
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